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ABSTRACT 

Considerable rich literature has accumulated concerning biochemical, physiological, and genetic 

aspects of polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB) intracellular accumulation in bacteria. The costs of substrates 

and processing, including the extraction of the polymer accumulated in intracellular granules, still 

hampers a more widespread use of this family of polymers. The PHB monomeric unit, (R)-3-

hydroxybutyric acid (R3HBA) has found uses at the biomedical, chemical and supplement industries. 

The literature shows that two main process engineering and metabolic engineering strategies have 

been identified aimed at the production of chiral R3HBA: (i) production from the accumulated 

polymer (polymerization and depolymerization system, PDS); (ii) by bypassing the accumulation of 

PHB using metabolically engineered bacteria. The later includes the use of thioesterases (thioesterase 

shortcut system, TSS) that removes CoA from R3HBA-CoA, resulting in the R3HBA release to 

extracellular medium. 

This PhD thesis aims at broadening the understanding of the genetic and operational factors leading 

to PHB polymerization and R3HBA production in Azohydromonas lata DSM 1123, Cupriavidus 

necator H16 and Methylocystis parvus OBBP. Results showed that the growth associated PHB 

production observed in A. lata mimics an overflow metabolism, additionally, a successful PHB 

depolymerization in a two stage chemostat was obtained. The feasibility of producing R3HBA 

through in-vivo depolymerization of the intracellularly accumulated PHB in M. parvus was 

investigated. A PHB to R3HBA conversion of 77.2 ± 0.9% (R3HBA titer of 0.153 ± 0.002 g L⁻¹) can 

be attained in a mineral medium containing 1.0 g L⁻¹ KNO₃ at 30 °C with shaking at 200 rpm and a 

constant pH of 11 for 72 hours. Nitrogen deprivation, oxygen limitation, the supplementation with 

exogenous R3HBA and neutral or acidic pHs strongly reduced the excreted R3HBA concentration 

and yield. 

The implementation of the TSS system in M. parvus and C. necator by the construction of an 

expression vector containing tesB was hampered by inconsistencies in the constructed plasmids 

pLY01 and pLY02. Finally, the production of R3HBA by redirecting fluxes in the PHB metabolic 

pathway was investigated in C. necator; two mutant strains were constructed using the suicide vector 

pT18mobsacB: C. necator ∆phaC and C. necator ∆phaC ∆hbd, both unable to polymerize PHB and 

the last one incapable to transform R3HBA into acetoacetate. The mutant strains released pyruvate 

and R3HBA, suggesting that a native thioesterase of C. necator may play a role in the release of 

R3HBA by removing CoA from R3HBA-CoA. A protein homology on the genome of C. necator 

showed an enzyme encoded as WP_037025319.1 with a percent identity of 44 % in comparison with 

Ycia that may trigger R3HBA release. 

The results obtained in this work demonstrated the feasibility of R3HBA production by reducing or 

eliminating the fluxes of the reactions consuming R3HBA via operational manipulation as described 

in M. parvus and A. lata or via gene knock outs in C. necator. 
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RESUMEN 

Se ha acumulado una abundante literatura sobre los aspectos bioquímicos, fisiológicos y genéticos de 

la acumulación intracelular de polihidroxibutirato (PHB) en bacterias. Los costos de los sustratos y 

procesamiento, incluida la extracción del polímero acumulado en los gránulos intracelulares, 

dificultan un uso más generalizado de esta familia de polímeros. La unidad monomérica del PHB, 

ácido (R)-3-hidroxibutírico (R3HB), ha encontrado usos en la industria biomédica, química y de 

suplementos. La literatura muestra que se han identificado dos estrategias principales de ingeniería 

de procesos e ingeniería metabólica para la producción de R3HB: (i) producción a partir del polímero 

acumulado (sistema de polimerización y despolimerización, SPD); (ii) evitando la acumulación de 

PHB utilizando bacterias modificadas metabólicamente. Este último incluye el uso de tioesterasas 

(sistema acceso-directo con tioesterasas, SADT) que elimina el CoA de R3HB-CoA, lo que da como 

resultado la liberación extracelular de R3HB. 

Esta tesis doctoral tiene como objetivo ampliar la comprensión de los factores genéticos y operativos 

que conducen a la polimerización de PHB y la producción de R3HB en Azohydromonas lata DSM 

1123, Cupriavidus necator H16 y Methylocystis parvus OBBP. Los resultados mostraron que la 

producción de PHB está asociada con el crecimiento en A. lata e imita un metabolismo de 

desbordamiento; además, se obtuvo una despolimerización exitosa de PHB en un quimiostato de dos 

etapas. Se estudio la viabilidad de producir R3HB a través de la despolimerización in-vivo del PHB 

acumulado intracelularmente en M. parvus. La conversión de PHB a R3HB de 77.2 ± 0.9 % 

(concentración R3HB de 0.153 ± 0.002 g L⁻¹) se pudo lograr en un medio mineral que contiene 

1.0 g L⁻¹ KNO₃ a 30 °C con agitación a 200 rpm y un pH constante de 11 por 72 horas. La privación 

de nitrógeno, limitación de oxígeno, suplementación con R3HB exógeno y los pHs neutros o ácidos 

redujeron fuertemente la concentración y el rendimiento de R3HB excretado. 

La implementación del sistema SADT en M. parvus y C. necator mediante la construcción de un 

vector de expresión que contenía tesB se vio afectada por inconsistencias en los plásmidos construidos 

pLY01 y pLY02. Finalmente, se investigó la producción de R3HB mediante la redirección de flujos 

en la ruta metabólica de PHB en C. necátor; se construyeron dos cepas mutantes utilizando el vector 

suicida pT18mobsacB: C. necator ∆phaC y C. necator ∆phaC ∆hbd, ambas incapaces de polimerizar 

PHB y el último incapaz de transformar R3HB en acetoacetato. Las cepas mutantes liberaron piruvato 

y R3HB, lo que sugiere que una tioesterasa nativa de C. necator puede desempeñar un papel en la 

liberación de R3HB mediante la eliminación de CoA de R3HB-CoA. Una homologación proteica en 

el genoma de C. necator mostró una enzima codificada como WP_037025319.1 con un porcentaje 

de identidad del 44 % con Ycia, la cual puede desencadenar la liberación de R3HB. 

Los resultados obtenidos en este trabajo demostraron la viabilidad de producir R3HB al reducir o 

eliminar los flujos de las reacciones que consumen R3HB a través de manipulaciones operacionales 

como se describe en M. parvus y A. lata o mediante la deleción de genes en C. necator. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Climate change presents a series of unprecedented challenges to natural and human systems 

(Beaumont et al., 2011; Riahi et al., 2022). Despite the ongoing public debate on the causal 

role of anthropogenic Greenhouse Gases (GHG) (Carmichael & Brulle, 2017; Howe et al., 

2015; van der Linden et al., 2017), the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 

determined through a near-unanimous scientific consensus that forcing from anthropogenic 

emissions is the primary driver of climate change (Riahi et al., 2022). With continuous 

economic development, industrialization, and fossil fuel consumption, GHGs emissions have 

exceeded the buffering capacity of the atmosphere. A total of 73.2% of the global GHG 

emissions are emitted by the energy sector, out of which 32.9% is attributed to different 

stages of global oil production, including its extraction, distribution, and refining (Mohamad 

Noh, 2017). The sources of agricultural GHG emissions are from land-use change (carbon 

dioxide, CO₂), enteric fermentation (methane, CH₄), and manure management (nitrous oxide, 

N₂O) (Vergé et al., 2007). Thus, anthropogenic GHG emission are increasingly threatening 

the sustainability of natural ecosystem and human societies, raising the earth’s temperature 

and leading to one of the critical environmental issues nowadays, global warming. 

Among the most prevailing GHGs is CH₄, which accounts for almost one-quarter of the 

cumulative radiative forcing of CO₂ and NO₂ combined since 1750 (Etminan et al., 2016). 

Indeed, CH₄ exhibits a global warming potential 86 times stronger per unit of mass than CO₂ 

on a 20-year timescale and approximately 28 times more powerful on a 100-year time scale 

(Edenhofer, 2014). The global CH₄ emissions have been steadily increasing over the past few 

decades up to April 2020 with a global concentration of 1876.3 ppb (Dlugokencky, 2020), 

exerting a negative effect on the environment. Today, global CH₄ can be captured from 

anthropogenic sources (125 Mton per year), wastewater treatment (68 Mton per year), 

agriculture (145 Mton per year), biomass (16 Mton per year), and natural gas production 

(92 Mton per year) (IEA, 2020) but the main sources are natural gas and biogas (Ghasemi 

Ghodrat et al., 2018; Strong et al., 2015). Bioconversion of CH₄ offers a broad range of 

alternatives that can be valorized as an energy vector or as a feedstock for biotechnological 

processes for the production of ectoine, biopolymers such a polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHAs), 
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and single cells protein, among others (Jawaharraj et al., 2020) or for the catalytic production 

of methanol (Latimer et al., 2018). 

Emissions of GHGs are also related to plastic’s life cycle. Recent estimates have forecasted 

to cumulative emissions from plastics production and use reaching 56 Gton of carbon by 

2050, being equivalent to 10–13% of the remaining carbon budget to stay below 2 °C 

(Hamilton et al., 2019). Synthetic polymers, such as polyolefins mainly produced from 

petroleum-based monomers, are non-biodegradable and non-renewable materials. As a 

result, plastics accumulate, rather than decompose, in the environment and close to 60% of 

all plastics produced from 1950 to 2015 can be found in landfills or the natural environment, 

amounting to approximately 4900 Mton (Geyer et al., 2017). PHAs are a family of 

thermoplastic polymers of renewable, bio-based and biodegradable polyesters that are 

expected to reduce the impacts of plastic production and use, including greenhouse gas 

emissions. One of the most promising biopolymers is polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB), a biogenic 

short chain PHA, produced by various bacteria as a storage compound under nutrient-

deficient conditions when a carbon source is present in excess. PHB can be synthesized from 

a wide range of carbohydrates and lipids including sucrose (Yamane et al., 1996). The use of 

CH₄ or H₂:CO₂:O₂ (knallgas) (Brigham, 2019) mixtures could help to mitigate climate change 

by lowering the emissions of harmful gases and tackling the conversion of CO₂ into useful 

products. 

The PHB monomeric unit, (R)-3-hydroxybutyric acid (R3HBA), has found uses as a chiral 

building block for the synthesis of fine chemicals such as antibiotics, vitamins, aromatics, 

and pheromones (Chiba & Nakai, 1985; Seebach et al., 2001; Steinbüchel & Valentin, 1995). 

R3HBA has also been known to exhibit antimicrobial, insecticidal, and antiviral activities 

(Chen & Wu, 2005; Peypoux et al., 1999; Shiraki et al., 2006). Studies have shown that 

R3HBA confers partial protection and stability to neurons during glucose deprivation 

(Holmes, 1985; Massieu et al., 2003). There is also evidence that R3HBA could offer 

neuroprotection in Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s disease (Kashiwaya et al., 2000). 

Additionally, R3HBA may suppress the effects of hyperglycemia, lactic acidemia and 

hyperalaninemia in hemorrhagic stress (Katayama et al., 1994). Recently, R3HBA has been 
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commercialized as a supplement for athletes and people following keto diets, further 

expanding its uses (Martin, Thomas & Soni, 2021). This monomer can be produced either by 

in-vivo depolymerization of the accumulated PHB, by fermentation for the direct production 

of (R)-3-hydroxyalkanoates (R3HAs) into the culture media and by conversion of purified 

PHB, although the production of R3HAs from recovered PHAs requires more steps. The 

advantage of the first alternative lies in the fact that R3HBAs production does not require the 

extraction of the intracellular PHB. 

An efficient method to produce R3HBA is through the tunning of pH values that switch the 

activity of intracellular PHA depolymerase and R3HBA dehydrogenase. Azohydromonas 

lata (formerly Alcaligenes latus) is a Gram-negative facultative autotroph, capable of using 

knallgas and organic molecules (including sucrose and glucose) for growth and PHB 

production, having the highest volumetric productivity of PHB accumulation reported up to 

date (Lee et al., 1997). Interestingly, PHB depolymerization and R3HBA release in A. lata 

has been achieved at pH 4 and 35 °C, with a PHB to R3HBA conversion of 96% in 30 min 

and a decrease to a yield of 31% at a pH 5 (Lee et al., 1999). 

One potential candidate for study the R3HBA production, is the well characterized PHB 

producer, Cupriavidus necator H16 (formerly Ralstonia eutropha), which is a Gram-negative 

bacteria and obligate aerobe. C. necator growth and PHB accumulation can be achieved using 

knallgas, sugars, and organic acids as substrates. PHB accumulation in C. necator follows a 

non-growth associated pattern; i.e, the specific PHB productivity decreases as the growth rate 

increases in chemostat culture. R3HBA production in C. necator has only been reported by 

(Lee at al., 1999) where cells that accumulated polyhydroxybutyrate co-valerate (PHB/V) 

were incubated in water at pH 7 and other low pH values at 30 °C. Under these conditions, a 

depolymerization mixture was obtained, consisting of R3HBA (5.8 g L⁻¹) and (R)-3-

hydroxyvalerate (0.6 g L⁻¹) at pH 7. Other pH values did not improve PHB/V 

depolymerization, which suggest that the depolymerization mechanisms are not influenced 

by changes of pH values. 
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The production of R3HBA from PHB produced from sugar-based bacterial processes is 

expensive nowadays. The costs of supplying the required carbon and energy source for 

microbial growth and PHB production are estimated to be between 30 and 50% of the product 

cost if sugars are used (Choi et al., 1999; Levett et al., 2016).However, there is a group of 

Gram-negative bacteria, collectively termed methanotrophs, that can grow and synthesize 

value-added products such as biopolymers, from CH₄. Bacteria in this group are classified 

according to the pathways used for the assimilation of the formaldehyde produced directly 

from CH₄ into type I and type II methanotrophs. Type I use the ribulose monophosphate 

pathway for formaldehyde assimilation, and type II methanotrophs use the serine pathway 

(Nguyen, et al., 2021). The ability to form biopolymer inclusions as PHB is under growth-

essential nutrient deprivation (e.g. nitrogen or phosphorous) and methane availability 

(Asenjo & Suk, 1986; Hanson & Hanson, 1996). A representative type-II methanotrophs is 

Methylocystis parvus a bacteria that is also capable of nitrogen fixation (del Cerro et al., 

2012; Vecherskaya et al., 2009). M. parvus shows a higher specific growth rate (µ) compared 

to other species of the Methylocystis genera (Bordel et al., 2019) and the ability to synthesize 

PHB under nitrogen-limited conditions (Rostkowski et al, 2013) leading to accumulations of 

more than 50% (Pieja et al., 2011; Wendlandt et al., 2001). Up to date, the operational 

conditions that control the enzyme activity that allows the release of R3HBA are unknown. 

1.1 Hypothesis 

From the analysis of literature, two systems can be identified for the production of R3HBA 

in PHB and non-PHB producing bacteria. In the first system, herein termed polymerization 

and Depolymerization System (PDS), PHB is accumulated and then depolymerized to 

R3HBA without -or with a reduced activity of- the R3HBA dehydrogenase enzyme that 

otherwise would transform R3HBA to acetoacetate. Production of R3HBA in A. lata by Lee 

et al (1999) is a prime example of the PDS system. 

Nevertheless, the use of PDS system requires a two-stage fermentation: accumulation of the 

polymer followed by depolymerization. Thereby the required cultivation times are typically 

long. Hence, the interest in the last decades has focused on the direct microbial production 
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of extracellular R3HA monomers without going through these two stages and achieving a 

straightforward, less energy demanding and time-consuming process. 

The alternative pathway is called Thioesterase Shortcut System (TSS), which is characterized 

by the creation of a bypass without PHB accumulation by the insertion of a thiosterase (TesB 

or Ycia) enzyme that removes the Coenzyme A (CoA) from (R)-3-hydroxybutyryl-

Coenzyme A (R3HBA-CoA), thus resulting in a R3HBA monomer release to the 

extracellular medium (Guevara-Martínez et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2007) and the recycling of 

CoA. The study of TSS mechanism have been reported only in E. coli strain is due to that 

TesB and Ycia are native thioesterases and needs the insertion of phaA (β-ketothiolase) and 

phaB (acetoacetyl coenzyme A reductase) genes for evaluating the role of this thioesterases. 

High production of R3HBA with TesB by the TSS mechanism has been reported in 

recombinant E. coli harboring genes of phbA and phbB up to 12 g L⁻¹ in a 6 L fermenter (Liu 

et al., 2007). But interestingly, Guevara-Martinez and co-workers described that tesB 

deletion resulted in R3HBA yield reduction of 10%, whereas for ycia was 43%. This system 

shows the importance of evaluating thioesterases native or non-native within a specific 

pathway and how it involves the PHB-producing strains to achieve significant R3HBA titers. 

At present, there is no evidence of the application of the TSS system in PHB-producing 

bacteria and the PDS system has not been broadly studied in other PHB-producing bacteria 

that use gaseous substrates (syngas, knallgas, and methane) that can be valorized. Based on 

the previous information, this work proposed the application of TSS (TesB) and PDS in 

C. necator H16, A. lata DSM 1123 and M. parvus for R3HBA production. The hypothesis 

driving this PhD Thesis is: 

“R3HBA can be produced by reducing or eliminating the fluxes of the reactions consuming 

R3HBA, via operational manipulations or gene knock outs, and simultaneously enhancing 

the supply of R3HBA from PHB (via PHB depolymerase) or R3HBA-CoA hydrolysis using 

a heterologous tesB gene”. 
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1.2 Objectives 

General Objective 

To broaden the understanding of the genetic and operational factors leading to PHB 

polymerization and R3HBA production in A. lata, C. necator H16 and M. parvus. 

Specifics Objectives 

i) To assess the PHB accumulation and depolymerization yield and productivity via 

operational manipulations in chemostat cultures of A. lata DSM 1123 as a 

benchmark of R3HBA production. 

ii) To study a set of operational conditions allowing the depolymerization of the 

accumulated PHB in M. parvus. 

iii) To obtain a characterization of PHB and R3HBA production capabilities of PHB 

synthase (phaC) and R3HBA dehydrogenase (hbd) knock out mutants of 

C. necator H16. 

iv) To quantify the R3HBA titer, yield and productivity of the parent strains obtained 

in iii) and of strains with the insertion of tesB. 

1.3 Organization of this document 

Chapter 2 presents a literature review summarizing the most important information 

supporting this thesis, including the developments leading to the current understanding of the 

mechanisms of PHB accumulation and depolymerization. Chapter 3 presents the materials 

and methods used to attain the proposed objectives while Chapter 4 summarizes the results 

obtained, comparing them with relevant information from the literature. Finally, Chapter 5 

outlines the conclusion of this thesis and states future research directions and opportunities.  
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 presents the main applications of PHAs and 

their monomers in several industrial fields and the recent uses as a biomedical target. Section 

2.2 summarizes the carbon and energy substrates currently used to produce PHAs and the 

potential of moving to lignocellulosic substrates, agro-food wastes, sugars and abundant 

gaseous substrates such as syngas, knallgas, or CH₄. Section 2.3 is a brief analysis concernig 

the regulation of PHB biosynthesis and the influence of the growth factors for its 

mobilization. Finally, section 2.4 provides insights about strategies based on operational 

changes or genetic modifications that have been devised for the production of chiral 

hydroxyalkanoic acids. 

2.1. POTENTIAL USES OF PHAs AND THEIR MONOMERS 

PHAs have been extensively investigated to identify possible applications. Homopolymers, 

random copolymers, and block copolymers can be produced depending on the structure of 

the polymer chain, which in turn is dictated by the species of bacteria and the substrate used 

for the accumulation of PHA (Braunegg, G., Bona, R; Koller, 2004). The diversity of 

applications is wide, including production of biodegradable plastics that are environmentally 

friendly for use in packaging (Khosravi-Darani & Bucci, 2015; Koller, 2014), fibers (Dietrich 

et., 2017), biodegradable and biocompatible implants (Misra et al., 2006), drugs and fine 

chemical (Rathbone et., 2010), and biofuels (Zhang et al., 2009). 

As biomedical materials, PHAs have been used in suture materials and repair patches, 

meniscus restoration devices, cardiovascular patches, orthopedic pins, and cartilage 

regeneration aids, among others (Volova et al., 2003; Wang, Wu, Chen, &, 2005). Many of 

these uses are related to the customizable composition and properties of PHAs, which allow 

them to have favorable mechanical properties, biocompatibility, and to degrade in reasonable 

times under specific physiological conditions (Hazer et al., 2012; Misra et al., 2006). In 

particular, medium-chain-length-PHAs (mcl-PHAs), have potential applications in coatings 

and in medical temporary implants such as scaffoldings for the regeneration of arteries and 
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nerve axons (Witholt & Kessler, 1999). On the other hand, the use of these polymers has 

been studied for controlled drug delivery (Shah et al., 2010). The kinetics of drug release can 

be engineered by altering the degradation rate of the PHA matrix coating. In this regard, mcl-

PHAs have been used as drug carriers since their low fusion point and low crystallinity makes 

them suitable for controlled drug release (Ueda & Tabata, 2003). 

Finally, PHA-derived compounds can be used as biofuels after the esterification of PHB of 

mcl-PHAs with methanol for their conversion to hydroxyalkanoate methyl esters (Zhang. et 

al., 2009). These hydroxyalkanoate methyl esters can be mixed with gasoline or diesel in 

ratios of 10 to 30%. In particular, (R)-3-hydroxy-methyl-butyrate was reported to have 

similar or superior properties as a fuel additive (oxygen content, dynamic viscosity, flash 

point, and boiling point) compared to ethanol (Wang et al., 2010). Using PHA derivatives as 

biofuels can be viewed as a promising application since mixtures of PHA can be used without 

a costly separation step (Gao et al., 2011). 

The most well-known R3HAs is R3HBA, which can be used as a building block in the 

synthesis of fine chemicals and pharmaceuticals such as antibiotics (Ren, Grubelnik, Hoerler, 

Ruth, Hartmann, et al., 2005), bulk chemicals for the polymer industry (such as 

hydrogenation to 1,3-butanediol), fragrances and insecticides (Matsuyama et al., 2001). 

R3HBA can be esterified with butanol or ethanol or converted to ethers by reaction with 

alcohols using the catalytic Williamson ether synthesis (Fuhrmann & Talbiersky, 2005) or 

dehydrated to crotonic acid, which upon hydrogenation yields butyric acid and n-butanol 

(Schweitzer et al., 2015). 

Similarly, (R)-3-hydroxypropionic acid (R3HPA), a non-chiral compound, can yield upon 

chemical modifications to acrylic acid, acrylamide, and acrylonitrile, all with market sizes 

larger than one billion dollars, and other niche market compounds such as 1,3-propanediol, 

methyl acrylate and malonic acid (Jers et al., 2019). 

More than three decades ago Seebach et al. (1986) reported the synthesis of the macrolide 

antibiotics pyrenophorin, colletodiol, garamycin A1 and elaiophylidene starting from 
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R3HBA and malate. R3HBA and its derivatives have also been used as potential drugs. Cao 

et al. (2014) showed that R3HBA and R3HBA methyl ester inhibit the development of 

osteoporosis in mice kept under simulated microgravity. Using in-vivo studies with mice 

suffering from Alzheimer's disease, Zhang et al. (2013) showed that intragastric 

administration of R3HBA methyl ester reduced amyloid-β deposition in mouse brains and 

improved the performance of the treatment group in the Morris water maze (a standardized 

test in the study of spatial learning and memory) compared to the control group. In a related 

study in mice, Tieu et al. (2003) showed that the infusion of R3HBA led to improved 

mitochondrial respiration and ATP production in mice treated with the neurotoxin 1-methyl-

4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine causing a mitochondrial deficit reminiscent of 

Parkinson disease. Finally, Yamanashi et al. (2017) showed that R3HBA could act as a 

therapeutic candidate for the treatment of stress-related mood disorders (depression). The 

mechanism involves an anti-inflammatory effect mediated by a reduction in the levels of the 

inflammatory cytokines inter-leukine 1β and tumor necrosis factor α in the hippocampus of 

mice. Recently, other positive effects after a R3HBA administration is the reduction of 

proliferation of colonic crypt cells and potential suppression of intestinal tumour growth 

(Dmitrieva-Posocco et al., 2022). 

Other potential uses of R3HBA include its use as a chemical chaperone for amelioration of 

heat-mediated denaturation and oxidative damage by Cu²⁺ and H₂O₂ produced on industrially 

relevant enzymes such as lipases and lysozymes (Obruca et al., 2016). 

Finally, R3HAs can be used as building blocks that can be biologically produced, excreted 

from cells, and then polymerized or co-polymerized to yield PHAs with tunable mechanical 

and thermal properties (Wang et al., 2018). Advantages of the ex-situ polymerization starting 

from biomonomers over the conventional approach of biopolymer accumulation inside cells 

include (Adkins et al., 2012): (i) simplified downstream product recovery of the extracellular 

biomonomers compared to the intracellular polymers, (ii) the polymerization in controlled 

chemocatalytic environments allows for polymers with finely tuned properties and high 

purities, and (iii) higher diversity of plastics thanks to the ability to co-polymerize different 

monomers. Examples of in-vitro synthesis include the production of PHB from R3HBA by 
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a three-enzyme system that only consumes ATP and the monomer (Jossek et al., 1998). The 

yield of this system was recently improved by using a thermostable acetyl-CoA synthetase, 

CoA transferase and PHA synthase (Tajima et al., 2016). A polymer incorporating lactate 

and R3HBA residues was produced by Tajima et al. (2012), using an engineered PHA 

synthase capable of lactate polymerization. An excellent revision of the chemosynthesis of 

copolymers containing different R3HAs monomers and lactate was recently published (Hiroe 

et al., 2019). However, a general drawback of these systems so far is the consumption of 

ATP, specifically to drive the activation of acetate to acetyl-CoA, a molecule that needs to 

be present in the reaction mixture to act as the CoA donor to yield the hydroxyacyl-CoAs 

required for the polymerization reaction. 

2.2. SUBSTRATES TO PRODUCE PHAs AND THEIR MONOMERS 

Substrates commonly used for the industrial production of PHAs include corn starch, sucrose 

obtained from sugar cane and vegetable oils, all edible feedstock requiring arable lands, and 

agricultural practices that affect both their economy and sustainability (Levett et al., 2016). 

Commercial PHAs are produced using sucrose in A. lata (Biomer Germany, with trade name 

Biomer™) and Bacillus sp. (PHB Industrial S.A. Brazil, Biocycle™); glucose from corn in 

C. necator (Metabolix, Mirela™ and Tianan Biologic Material, Enmat™); or fatty acids 

using Pseudomonas putida (ETH, PHA™) or C. necator by Kaneka Corporation and 

marketed as Kaneka PHBH™ (Bugnicourt et al., 2014; Chen, 2009; Możejko-Ciesielska & 

Kiewisz, 2016). 

Due to the high costs and sustainability concerns associated with the raw materials 

traditionally used in the production of PHAs, the use of agro-food waste, food industry waste, 

and other non-food industry residues, have been increasingly studied (Braunegg et al., 2004). 

For example, several solid residues have been examined such as rice bran (Oh et al., 2015), 

pea-shells (Kumar et al., 2016), chicory roots (Haas et al., 2015), potato peels, apple pomace, 

onion peels (Kumar et al., 2016), grape pomace (Follonier et al., 2015), animal farm waste, 

poultry litter (Bhati & Mallick, 2016) and palm oil (Loo et al., 2005). In the case of food 

wastes for PHAs production, literature report on the use of spent coffee grounds (Cruz et al., 
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2014), food waste composite (Amulya et al., 2015), and used cooking oil (Borrero-de Acuña 

et al., 2019; Gómez Cardozo et al., 2016). 

Finally, non agro-food residues are generated by biodiesel manufacturing: crude glycerol (de 

Paula et al., 2017); oil cake hydrolysate (Bera et al., 2015), and biodiesel fatty acid by-

product from glycerol purification (Cruz et al., 2016). Glycerol can be used for the 

accumulation of mcl-PHAs and short-chain-length PHAs in Pseudomonas putida strains 

(Poblete-Castro et al., 2014), C. necator DSMZ 4058 (Mothes et al., 2007) and Bacillus 

megaterium (Naranjo et al., 2013), among others. 

The availability and sustainability issues of conventional substrates have motivated the 

exploration of alternative feedstocks as sources of carbon and energy for microbial 

production of chemicals, such as lignocellulose which can be obtained from the “residues” 

left after the harvest of agricultural products or from dedicated high yield cultivars (poplar, 

eucalyptus, miscanthus) (Loow et al., 2016), thus reducing the environmental burden 

associated with their production. Reducing even further water and land usage, compounds 

containing one carbon atom, such as methanol and formate can be obtained from the 

reduction of CO₂ using electrons harnessed from solar energy (Agarwal et al., 2011; Pérez-

Fortes et al., 2016; Yishai et al., 2016). 

Among inexpensive substrates that are readily available for reducing the total cost of PHAs 

production, certain C1 carbon sources, e.g., methane, methanol, and CO₂ have received a 

great deal of attention due to their contribution to global warming (Khosravi-Darani et al., 

2013). Production of PHB from waste methane may help reducing the impact of the 

greenhouse effect of this gas. Accumulation of PHB, but not other PHAs, has been reported 

in several Methylocystis species using methane and Methylobacterium from methanol 

(Strong et al. (2016). In this regard, Listewnik et al. (2007) estimated a price of 6.35 UK 

pounds per kg of PHB produced from natural gas in a two-stage plant producing 500 tons 

PHB per year. Similarly, Levett et al. (2016) estimated a production cost range of 4.1 to 6.8 

USD per kg of PHB, with a reduction in the share of the carbon source in the total product 

cost from 30% when sugar feedstocks are used to 22% for methane. However, these 
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production costs are high when compared to the estimations made by Posada et al. (2011), 

who performed a techno-economic evaluation of PHB production from glycerol as energy 

and carbon source. They reported production costs between 1.9 and 2.5 USD per kg and a 

substrate share between 5 and 8%. The higher production cost when methane is used as a 

substrate is greatly influenced by the low overall mass transfer coefficient of methane into 

the medium. This leads to large reactors and, thereby high investment and operating costs. 

Knallgas bacteria, such as C. necator H16 and A. lata, can use mixtures of hydrogen, carbon 

dioxide and oxygen for the accumulation of PHB (Reinecke & Steinbüchel, 2009), biofuels 

(Brigham, 2019) or acetoin (Windhorst & Gescher, 2019). Albeit the production of PHB has 

been studied thoroughly with cultures of R. eutropha or Ideonella sp. O-1, accumulating over 

60 g L⁻¹ of PHB (Tanaka et al., 1995; 2011), no reports of PHAs accumulation aside PHB 

are available. 

2.3. ACCUMULATION AND MOBILIZATION OF PHAs 

The model organism for PHB production is C. necator a gram-negative, obligate aerobe, 

capable of autotrophic growth in the presence of hydrogen, CO₂ and oxygen, and 

heterotrophic growth and PHB production from a wide variety of carbon sources including 

sugars (chiefly fructose in the wild type organism C. necator H16 ATCC 17699) and organic 

acids (Lu et al., 2016). For example, using glucose in a fed-batch culture of R. eutropha 

NCIMB 11599, a mutant of R. eutropha H16 capable of using glucose, a concentration of 

biomass of 164 g L⁻¹ was obtained, with a PHB content of 74% (Kim et al., 1994). 

In C. necator, synthesis of PHB occurs when excess carbon in the form of acetyl-CoA is 

condensed via a β-ketothiolase (EC 2.3.1.16) to generate acetoacetyl-CoA, which is then 

reduced to R3HBA-CoA by a NADPH-dependent acetoacetyl-CoA reductase (EC 1.1.1.36). 

Finally, the enzyme PHB synthase (EC 3.1.1.75) catalyzes the polymerization of (R)-3-

hydroxybutyrl-CoA monomers. This pathway is the most widespread route in bacteria for 

providing R3HBA-CoA monomers (Steinbüchel & Hein, 2001). Production of mcl-PHAs, 

such as the polymers accumulated in Pseudomonas spp., requires precursors derived from 
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the dissociated fatty acid biosynthesis pathway unless these precursors are supplied through 

related carbon sources (such as octanoic acid for the synthesis of poly(3-hydroxyoctanoate). 

For details regarding this pathway, the reviews by Lu et al. (2009) and Suriyamongkol et al. 

(2007) are highly recommended. 

The regulation of PHB biosynthesis is tightly connected to the cellular levels of reduced 

nicotinamide nucleotides. Lee et al. (1995) found that when R. eutropha was cultivated in 

nitrogen-limited media, the NADPH/NADP and NADH/NAD⁺ ratios and the intracellular 

concentrations of NADH and NADP were higher than those found under nitrogen-sufficient 

conditions. Moreover, the rate of PHB accumulation was found to increase with both 

NADH/NAD⁺ and NADPH/NADP ratios. This effect was explained through the analysis of 

citrate synthase activity. Citrate synthase was inhibited by NADPH and NADH, thus 

funneling the carbon to PHB instead of being directed to the tricarboxylic acid cycle. Similar 

conclusions were reported by Henderson & Jones (1997). 

Although PHB accumulation occurs under unfavorable conditions for growth induced by 

nutrient limitation of oxygen, nitrogen or phosphorous, with excess carbon (Steinbüchel & 

Hein, 2001), these conditions impact the productivity of the PHB accumulation phase. 

Grousseau et al. (2013) showed that sustaining a controlled residual growth rate, by feeding 

a controlled amount of phosphate along with the carbon source (butyric acid), allows for an 

improved specific productivity and high yield of PHB. Interestingly, using Metabolic Flux 

Balances they showed that the maximal specific PHB production rate is defined by the 

maximum specific rate of NADPH produced. When a low growth rate is allowed in the fed-

batch fermentation (for example, feeding a nitrogen source), the NADPH is produced in the 

Entner-Doudoroff pathway, whereas without biomass production regeneration of NADPH is 

only possible via isocitrate dehydrogenase. 

Another possibility to increase PHB volumetric productivities is to rely on microorganisms 

where growth and PHB production occur simultaneously. In this regard, A. lata consumes 

glucose, sucrose and acetic acid (Chen et al., 1991), but it does not consume xylose, 

accumulating PHB during its growth (Yamane et al., 1996). In a fed-batch culture using 
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sucrose as the carbon source and  continuous feeding of ammonia, controlled by the decrease 

in pH as the culture consumes the source of nitrogen (pH-stat), 143 g L⁻¹ of cells with 50% 

PHB were attained with a PHB productivity of 3.97 g L⁻¹h⁻¹, one of the highest ever reported 

(Yamane et al., 1996). One year later, Wang and Lee (1997) reported even higher 

productivity (4.94 g L⁻¹h⁻¹) and PHB intracellular content in A. lata (88%) applying nitrogen 

limitation in a two-stage fed-batch culture (nitrogen sufficient followed by nitrogen-limited 

culture). 

Assuming that PHAs act as a reserve compound of carbon and energy, without a source of 

carbon and energy, but in the presence of other growth factors (such as nitrogen or oxygen), 

PHAs should be depolymerized into their monomers and incorporated into the metabolism, 

using the degradation products for growth and survival, a process termed PHA mobilization. 

This behavior has been shown at least in C. necator H16 (Juengert et al., 2017; Uchino et., 

2007), A. lata (Lee et al., 1999), Legionella pneumophila (James et al., 1999), 

Hydrogenophaga pseudoflava (Choi et al., 1999) and Halomonas sp. KM-1 (Kawata et tal., 

2015). 

Compared to PHB accumulation, depolymerization of PHB to R3HBA, and its 

transformation to acetyl-CoA, has been less studied as confirmed by fewer reports in the 

literature. However, evidence exists indicating that the granules of PHB and other PHAs are 

supramolecular complexes (called carbonosomes), constituted by a polymer core and a 

surface layer of at least a dozen proteins (Sznajder et al., 2015), but without a phospholipids 

membrane (Bresan et al., 2016). The proteins in the carbonosomes include the PHA synthase 

(PhaC) and PHB depolymerases (PhaZs), which are thought to be constitutively expressed 

(Brigham et al., 2012; Lawrence et al., 2005). 

It has been reported that PHB synthesis and its degradation can happen simultaneously in the 

model PHB accumulating organism C. necator (Doi et al., 1990; Taidi et al., 1995). Doi and 

co-workers concluded this after cultivating C. necator in butyrate as the carbon source under 

nitrogen-free conditions, thus inducing the accumulation of PHB, and changing the carbon 

source to pentanoic acid. After the shift in the substrate, the accumulated PHB was gradually 
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replaced by poly(3-hydroxyvalerate-co-3-hydroxybutyrate) without a net increase of total 

polymer content in the cells. This indicates that PHB was degraded and replaced by 

polyhydroxyvalerate (PHV) even in the absence of a nitrogen source. Similarly, Taidi et al. 

(1995) showed a turnover of PHB after the accumulation of the polymer ceased in a nitrogen-

limited batch culture with glucose as the sole carbon and energy source. The turnover was 

evidenced by the incorporation of radioactivity into the accumulated polymer after feeding 

labeled glucose (D-[U-¹⁴C] glucose). Interestingly, the high-molecular-weight polymer 

accumulated during the unlabeled glucose phase was replaced by a low-molecular-weight 

polymer during the labeled glucose experiment. These observations are in agreement with 

the evidence showing the constitutive expression of PHB synthase and PHB depolymerase 

in R. eutropha (Lawrence et al., 2005; Sznajder et al., 2015). Confirmation of constitutive 

expression of PHB synthase and depolymerase in other organisms is scarce, except for the 

study of Kim et al. (1996) who found simultaneous activities of both enzymes during the 

batch culture of A. lata under nitrogen-limited conditions. 

Thereby, this leads to the intriguing question of how the synthesis and mobilization of PHAs 

are regulated and particularly, how a cycle of simultaneous synthesis and degradation is 

avoided. Considering that the simultaneous polymerization and depolymerization of PHB 

and its conversion to acetyl-CoA trough R3HBA, acetoacetate and acetoacetyl-CoA requires 

one NADPH molecule and one ATP molecule and produces only one NADH molecule, the 

cycle would consume energy for the formation of thioester bonds, thus creating a futile cycle. 

To tackle this unsolved issue, Uchino et al. (2007) isolated native PHB granules produced in 

R. eutropha by glycerol gradient centrifugation to preserve the proteins bound to the granule 

and discovered that in the presence of CoA, these granules produced R3HBA-CoA and small 

amounts of acetyl-CoA. If NAD⁺, but not NADH, is added to the initial reaction mixture, 

R3HBA-CoA remains undetectable, but the concentration of acetyl-CoA increases five-fold. 

The authors assumed that in the presence of NAD⁺, the intermediately formed R3HBA-CoA 

is rapidly transformed to acetyl-CoA in NAD⁺ dependent reactions. The authors also found, 

as expected, that the native granules release R3HBA in pH-stat experiments using methods 

previously described (Gebauer & Jendrossek, 2006). Therefore, it remains unclear which 
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depolymerization mechanism, hydrolysis or thiolysis, is used in-vivo for the mobilization of 

PHB. 

In order to identify the enzymes responsible for the thiolytic cleavage, Uchino et al. (2007) 

incorporated the PHB synthesis genes phaCAB in E. coli S17-1 along with the phasin gene 

phaP1, the depolymerase gene phaZa1 or phaP1 + phaZa1. Interestingly, the recombinant 

strain only produced R3HBA-CoA in the presence of CoA when both phaP1 and phaZa1 

were present in a phaCAB background. Moreover, no significant amounts of acetyl-CoA 

were detected in this experiment, an indication that downstream enzymes for the use of 

R3HBA-CoA were absent in E. coli. 

The study of Uchino et al. (2007), suggests that in-vivo intracellular depolymerization of 

PHB does not represent a futile cycle and an energy waste in the form of thioester bonds. If 

the main product of PHB polymerization, at least in R. eutropha, is R3HBA-CoA instead of 

R3HBA, then there is no loss of energy for the formation of acetoacetyl-CoA from 

acetoacetate. 

Regarding the regulation of PHB synthesis and degradation, Juengert et al. (2017), found that 

the degradation of the accumulated PHB in C. necator was fast and efficient in the absence 

of the alarmone (p)ppGpp, and when present, (p)ppGpp directly or indirectly inhibits PHB 

mobilization. (p)ppGpp is a key signaling molecule, which, when present at high 

concentrations, induces the stringent response in E. coli and other bacterial species. This 

alarmone accumulates in amino acids starved cells and inhibit the synthesis of ribosomal and 

transfer RNAs (Srivatsan & Wang, 2008). The results suggest that PHB accumulation under 

nitrogen-limited conditions is favored by the inhibition of PhaZ1 by (p)ppGpp as shown by 

the observed PHB accumulation in a triple knockout mutant (ΔspoT1+ΔspoT2+ΔphaZa1), 

which was unable to produce (p)ppGpp. In contrast, the double knockout mutant 

ΔspoT1+ΔspoT2 accumulated negligible amounts of PHB. In  subsequent work, Juengert et 

al. (2018) identified that PhaC1 was phosphorylated in multiple phosphosites during the 

stationary growth phase in nutrient broth medium with gluconate as carbon source, but it was 

not modified during the exponential and PHB accumulation phases or when grown in a 
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fructose-mineral medium. On the other hand, PhaZa1 was phosphorylated in Ser35 both 

during the exponential and stationary growth phases. Mutagenesis of the identified residues 

showed that PHB accumulation was unaffected for most mutants of PhaC1, except for a 

mutant with changes to four aminoacid residues. On the other hand, exchanging the 

phosphorylated residues in PhaZa1 to aspartate (a phosphomimetic1 residue) produced 

mutants with a strongly reduced ability to mobilize the accumulated PHB. 

Little experimental evidence exists concerning the role of the stringent response on the 

accumulation of PHA in other organisms. In this regard, Mozejko-Ciesielska et al. (2017) 

obtained a relA/spot mutant of P. putida KT2440. This mutant, unable to induce the stringent 

response, was used to assess the accumulation of PHA under nitrogen deprived and optimal 

nitrogen conditions. Results show that this mutant was able to accumulate mcl-PHAs under 

both conditions. 

2.4. PRODUCTION OF R3HAs FROM PHAs 

Two categories of strategies to produce chiral hydroxyalkanoic acids have been identified in 

native PHB producers bacteria, ex-vivo strategies and in-vivo strategies using non-genetically 

modified organisms. 

2.4.1. In-vitro strategies 

Under this approach, the accumulated PHAs are extracted from cells and then subjected to a 

chemical or enzymatic depolymerization process. The PHA recovery process starts when 

cells are separated by centrifugation to increase product concentration and to remove the 

components of the culture media. The concentration step is followed by drying or 

 

1 Phosphomimetic are amino acid substitutions that mimic a phosphorylated protein, thereby activating (or 

deactivating) the protein. 
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lyophilization of the concentrated biomass. The extraction of PHAs from the dried biomass 

can be performed by solvent extraction, by dissolving the biomass using oxidizing agents or 

by disrupting cells to liberate the PHAs granules (Kosseva & Rusbandi, 2018). Mechanical 

cell disruption techniques, such as bead milling and high-pressure homogenization, have 

been widely used to release intracellular protein and have been adapted for PHAs recovery 

(Kunasundari & Sudesh, 2011; Tamer, 1998). Tamer and colleagues compared bead milling 

and high-pressure homogenization for the recovery of PHB accumulated in A. lata. They 

recommended bead milling over high-pressure homogenization as the preferred method for 

recovering PHB from heat-shocked cells of A. lata. Interestingly, since PHB is recovered 

without solubilizing it, the native amorphous morphology of the polymer was conserved. 

The common method for PHAs extraction is the use of solvents due to for its speed and 

simplicity. Solvents alter cell membrane and then dissolve the polymers. PHAs are recovered 

by solvent evaporation or precipitation with an anti-solvent (Hänggi, 1990; Liddell, 1999). 

In the solvents category, the chlorinated hydrocarbons chloroform, 1,2-dichloroethane and 

methylene chloride are used (Ramsay et al., 1994). Non-chlorinated solvents have been 

proposed such as ethylene carbonate and 1,2-propylene (Lafferty & Heinzle, 1977) or solvent 

mixtures of acetone/ethanol/propylene carbonate (Fei et al., 2016). On the other hand, the 

precipitation of PHAs is generally induced by non-solvent agents such as water, ethanol, and 

methanol (Ramsay et al., 1994; Mikkili et al., 2014). In summary, solvent extraction is 

characterized by numerous advantages such as the elimination of endotoxins and low 

polymer degradation (Liddell, 1999). However, there are limitations in the use of solvents, 

including their high cost (Poirier et al., 1995), high energy consumption for the separation of 

miscible solvents and anti-solvents, and risks both for the operator and for the environment 

that needs to be considered during the process design stage (Gorenflo et al., 2001). 

On the other hand, digestion with sodium hypochlorite decomposes the cells allowing high 

levels of PHA purity to be reached (Hahn et al., 1994; Kim et al., 2003). However, sodium 

hypochlorite degrades PHB, resulting in a polymer with low molecular weight (Mikkili et 

al., 2014; Ramsay et al., 1990). 
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2.4.1.1. Chemical and enzymatic hydrolysis of recovered PHAs 

After recovery and purification, the extracted PHAs can be chemically or enzymatically 

converted into high-purity 3-hydroxyalkanoic acids. Chemical methods for modifying PHB 

have been reported for the production of (R)-methyl 3-hydroxybutanoate and (R)-3-

hydroxybutanoic acid, these methods involve the use of methanol and sulfuric acid and 

methanol and p-toluenesulfonic acid monohydrate, respectively (Seebach et al., 2003). 

Another approach, reported by Lee et al. (2000), considers the acidic alcoholysis of PHB, 

yielding methyl, ethyl and n-propyl esters of R3HBA, using 1,2-dichloroethane as solvent 

with either sulfuric acid or hydrochloric acid as catalyst. De Roo et al. (2002) extended this 

method to produce mcl-(R)-3-hydroxyalkanoic acids (mcl-R3HAs) from the mcl-PHAs 

accumulated in P. putida. After a step of acid methanolysis, the obtained R3HA methyl esters 

were distilled into fractions and saponified to yield the corresponding (R)-3-

hydroxycarboxylic acids. 

The multistep chemical processes outlined in the previous paragraph can be efficiently 

catalyzed by PHA depolymerases in a single step. This subject has been recently reviewed 

(Roohi et al., 2018). Thus, only some selected works will be covered. Several extracellular 

depolymerases have been identified and characterized (an excellent tool for its classification 

was presented by Knoll et al., 2009). Extracellular PHA depolymerases degrade denaturized 

PHA granules whose structure has been altered during the extraction process and are not 

covered by the native layer of proteins surrounding the granule. One exception is the PHB 

depolymerase from Pseudomonas lemoignei, which is active against native PHB granules 

(Handrick et al., 2001). 

PHB degradation studies by extracellular depolymerases are typically performed using PHB 

films as substrate, producing R3HBA as the hydrolysis product (Polyák et al., 2018), thus 

limiting the access of enzymes to its substrate. In order to achieve high R3HBA titers, a high 

initial concentration of PHB should be used. However, due to its water-insoluble nature, only 

low PHB concentrations can be suspended in water. For example, 24 g L⁻¹ of 3RHBA were 

produced from 25 g L⁻¹ of suspended PHB powder using an extracellular PHB depolymerase 
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from Pseudomonas sp. DS1001a (Li et al., 2016). Similarly to with chemical hydrolysis 

methods, enzymatic hydrolysis requires the separation and partial purification of the PHA 

accumulated in cells and this contributes to increase the overall costs of R3Has production. 

These disadvantages could be eliminated in processes where R3HAs are produced directly 

from the PHAs accumulated by the cells using their own intracellular enzymes for the 

depolymerization process. 

2.4.2. In-vivo strategies 

2.4.2.1. Hydroxy-acids production by in-vivo depolymerization of PHAs: the 

polymerization-depolymerization system 

In-vivo depolymerization of accumulated PHAs to R3HAs has been reported to occur with 

high yields in A. lata (Lee et al., 1999) and Pseudomonas putida GPo1 (Ren, Grubelnik, 

Hoerler, Ruth, Hartmann, et al., 2005). The depolymerization process has been shown to be 

highly dependent on pH. Lee et al. (1999), in a pioneering work, achieved the 

depolymerization of PHB to R3HBA in A. lata cells grown in a mineral medium with sucrose 

as the carbon and energy source. The depolymerization process was carried out at different 

initial pHs in water, after washing the cells, at 37 °C and without shaking to minimize oxygen 

transfer. Exceedingly high R3HBA yields and productivities, as high as 96% in 30 minutes 

were found at pH 4, but not at higher pH values. This result was explained in terms of the 

effects of pH on PHB depolymerase and Hbd activities. The highest activity of PHB 

depolymerase was achieved at pHs 3 and 4, at which the monomer production rate was also 

the highest. Interestingly, no activity of Hbd was detected at pH 4 in A. lata, therefore it was 

argued that no R3HBA was degraded to acetoacetate. At pH 5, the attained depolymerization 

yield was 31% and decreased towards neutral pHs. From the work of Lee et al. (1999), it is 

not possible to ascertain whether these lower yields are due to the consumption of the released 

R3HBA or a decrease in the amount of PHB depolymerized. Presumably the latter is true 

since the depolymerization assays were performed without shaking, thus restricting the 

ability of cells to regenerate NADH into NAD⁺, a cofactor of Hbd. 
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Following the high depolymerization yields obtained at low pHs, the authors assayed the in-

vivo depolymerization in Ralstonia eutropha NCIMB 11599, Pseudomonas oleovorans 

ATCC 29347 and Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 (DSM 1707) at pH values below 7. The 

depolymerization yields and productivities were close to 20% for C. necator and below 10% 

for Pseudomonas species. 

Ren et al. (2005) showed that for P. putida GPo1, the PHB depolymerization rate was higher 

at pH 11 in citrate buffer, which helps to control the pH drop caused by the accumulation of 

R3HAs. The released monomers corresponded to (R)-3-hydroxyoctanaoic (R3HO) acid and 

(R)-3-hydroxyhexanoic acid (R3HHx), in a proportion closely matching the ratio of 

monomers in the copolymer accumulated under continuous cultivation with octanoic acid as 

carbon and energy source. The depolymerization was performed for 6 hours, thus decreasing 

the volumetric productivity compared to the work of Lee et al. (1999). A second factor 

decreasing the volumetric productivity was the low initial PHA concentration used. 

However, this work showed that R3HAs different than R3HBA could be obtained with high 

yields by using the correct pH during the depolymerization process. This work was further 

extended by Ruth et al. (2007) showing that applying the same depolymerization process at 

pH 10 to PHAs accumulated in P. putida GPo1, grown under continuous cultivation with 

either octanoic, undecanoic or 10-undecenoic acid, led to the production of R3HO, R3HHx, 

(R)-3-hydroxy-10-undecenoic acid, (R)-3-hydroxy-8-nonenoic acid, (R)-3-hydroxy-6-

heptenoic acid, (R)-3-hydroxyundecanoic acid, (R)-3-hydroxynonanoic acid and (R)-3-

hydroxyheptanoic acid. 

Recently, Anis et al. (2018) studied the in-vivo depolymerization of PHAs accumulated in 

P. putida Bet001 after 48 hours of batch culture with lauric acid as the carbon source and 

under nitrogen-limited conditions. The depolymerization was performed for 48 hours in 

0.2 M Tris–HCl buffer, pH 9 and 30 °C. Unlike the report of Lee et al. (1999) using 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 (DSM 1707), P. putida Bet001 produced R3HO, R3HHx, 

(R)-3-hydroxydecanoic acid (R3HD) and (R)-3-hydroxydodecanoic acid (R3HDD) with very 

different yields, the highest depolymerization yield being achieved for R3HD. It is not clear 

if this difference in yields was due to a channeling of R3HO, R3HHx and R3HDD toward 
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cell metabolism or if they have yet to be hydrolyzed from the granules and thus, reflects an 

affinity of the PHA depolymerases. 

The experiments performed by Lee et al. (1999), Ren et al. (2005) and Ruth et al. (2007) used 

either water or phosphate buffer as depolymerization media at a pH initially set at a given 

value. However, the release of R3HAs resulted in a decrease in the initial pH, potentially 

affecting process efficiency. This factor was recognized by Wang et al. (2007), leading to the 

design and application of a pH-stat process. In this system, the pH is controlled at a setpoint 

by the automatic addition of an alkaline solution (NaOH). Interestingly, the amount of NaOH 

added in time (the flow of the alkaline solution), if recorded, allows the estimation of the 

release rate of acids (hydroxy acids and protons). Using a pH-stat apparatus coupled to a 

dissolved oxygen meter, Wang et al. (2007) investigated the behavior of the wild type 

P. putida GPo1 strain and a PHA depolymerase negative mutant. Results showed that the 

rate of acid production (not necessarily hydroxy acids) of the mutant strain was only 27 % of 

the rate obtained with the wild type. Analysis of the supernatants revealed that the acids 

released by the wild type were R3HO and R3HHx. On the other hand, no detectable amounts 

of these compounds were found in the supernatants of the depolymerase mutant. Moreover, 

oxygen consumption measurements indicated a low respiratory activity for the wild type and 

a high respiration rate for the mutant. Finally, they also found that the acid production rate 

of the mutant, but not of the wild type, could be enhanced by aeration. These results support 

the hypothesis that the high depolymerase activity allowed the wild type strain to compensate 

for the high external pH. On the other hand, in the PHA depolymerase deficient mutant this 

could only be performed by the production of protons in aerobic conditions. 

Although the results obtained by Wang et al. (2007) supported this hypothesis for the 

depolymerization of PHAs to R3HAs at high pHs, the compensatory mechanism of pH 

involved in it does not explain the behavior recorded in A. lata at low pH values. Thus, the 

only conclusion applicable for both species is that the depolymerization process in A. lata 

and P. putida GPO1 the depolymerization process is enhanced at a certain pH and 

simultaneously the consumption of the released monomers is impaired. 
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Process engineering strategies for R3HAs production are nearly nonexistent with except for 

the work of Ren et al. (2007), who coupled a chemostat culture of P. putida GPo1 (nitrogen-

limited, D=0.1 h⁻¹, octanoic acid as the sole carbon source) to a second continuous 

depolymerization stirred tank reactor. The depolymerization tank was operated as a pH-stat 

at a pH of 10 and its discharge was sent to a plug-flow reactor with a residence time of 

6 hours. This continuous system does not require the separation of cells or the exchange of 

the culture media to water or buffer. Only a simple pH shift was enough to achieve a 

depolymerization yield of 90%, however, the volumetric productivity was not different from 

previously reported works using batch depolymerization (Ren, Grubelnik, Hoerler, Ruth, 

Hartmann, et al., 2005). Clearly, the volumetric productivity could be improved by increasing 

the concentration of PHA produced in the chemostat. 

A different strategy for the in-vivo production of R3HBA has been reported using several 

strains of Halomonas. Using Halomonas sp. KM-1, 15.2 g L⁻¹ of R3HBA could be obtained 

under microaerobic conditions from 16.4 g L⁻¹ of PHB that was accumulated under aerobic 

conditions using glycerol as the sole carbon and energy source. The initial concentration of 

the nitrogen source was 12.5 g L⁻¹ (sodium nitrate), hence the limiting nutrient was 

presumably different from nitrogen, although this was not clarified (Kawata et al., 2012). 

These conditions, when applied to cultures grown in glucose (Kawata et al., 2014), did not 

result in any R3HBA secretion. The glucose concentration decreased from 20% to 6% during 

the first 36 hours of culture and then remained constant. Thus, in this experiment, a nitrogen 

shortage was suspected. 

When extra nitrate was pulse fed at 24, 36 and 48 h to a culture of Halomonas sp. KM-1 with 

20% (w/v) glucose, then 40.3 g L⁻¹ R3HBA were secreted with a productivity of 0.48 g L⁻¹h⁻¹ 

after a shift from aerobic cultivation for 60 h to microaerobic cultivation for 24 hours. No 

R3HBA was secreted when no extra nitrate was supplemented (Kawata et al., 2014) 

indicating that a regulatory mechanism was controlling the activity of the PHB depolymerase, 

presumably related to the stringent response. Glucose concentration during the 

depolymerization phase under microaerobic conditions was zero and a decrease in total cell 

concentration was observed. This behavior is consistent with the depolymerization of the 
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accumulated PHB with only partial use of the released R3HBA for growth (the calculations 

show that 79% of the depolymerized PHB was recovered as R3HBA, equivalent to 55 % of 

the maximum recovery if all the accumulated PHB is transformed to R3HBA). This can be 

ascribed to the microaerobic conditions applied which limited the use of acetyl-CoA for 

growth and the regeneration of NAD⁺ from NADH. Since NAD⁺ is the cofactor used by Hbd, 

this could explain the high titers of R3HBA. Unfortunately, no nitrate concentrations during 

the growth or depolymerization phase were reported to ascertain whether it is consumed or 

not during the microaerobic cultivation.  Moreover, PHB was not completely mobilized. 

Since no information regarding the pH of the culture (or its control) was presented, 

presumably the lack of complete depolymerization was caused by a decrease in pH. 

A new species of Halomonas, Halomonas sp. OITC1261 was isolated by Yokaryo et al. 

(2017). Unlike Halomonas sp. KM-1, Halomonas sp. OITC1261 produces R3HBA under 

aerobic conditions and, apparently, without the need to supplement with extra nitrogen source 

once the carbon source is exhausted to promote PHB depolymerization. In fact, the data 

presented by Yokaryo et al. (2017) showed that R3HBA is produced concomitantly with 

PHB after approximately 10 hours of cell growth. Presumably, PHB and R3HBA started to 

accumulate after the exhaustion of the nitrogen source, which could also explain the increase 

in the dissolved oxygen concentration. It is not clear whether the production of R3HBA 

occurs through PHB in-vivo depolymerization or proceeds directly from (R)-3-

hydroxybutyryl-CoA or acetoacetate. 

2.4.2.2. Production of R3HAs in genetically modified microorganisms 

▪ Mutants of native PHA producers 

The exploration of alternative pathways for the production of R3HAs emerges from the 

recognition of two characteristics found in native PHA producers: (i) depolymerization 

products can be metabolized [for example, R3HBA is converted to acetoacetate by the Hbd 

enzyme (Tokiwa & Ugwu, 2007)] and (ii) producing R3HA is a two-stage process where 

PHA is accumulated and then depolymerized in a subsequent step often requires a change in 
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media or process conditions. A process for the isolation of hbd null mutants was described 

more than 40 years ago (Lafferty & Heinzle, 1977), including UV mutagenesis, followed by 

the destruction using antibiotics of the bacteria capable of R3HBA assimilation and the 

selection of hbd null mutants by spread plating of the individuals surviving the treatment 

with bactericidal. 

Ugwu et al. (2008) reported the production of R3HBA in C. necator through the acetoacetate 

pathway induced by random mutation using UV radiation. The mutants achieved a titer of 

0.150 g L⁻¹ of R3HBA in a 5 L fermenter after 48 hours of cultivation using either glucose 

or sucrose as carbon source. The concentration of R3HBA was increased by feeding lithium 

acetoacetate to resting cells of the mutant strain, reaching 0.84 g L⁻¹ of R3HBA. The results 

were interpreted as indicative of a disruption in the phbB gene (coding for acetoacetyl-CoA 

reductase), making this strain unable of PHB accumulation. Ugwu et al. (2008) reasoned that 

the excess of acetoacetyl-CoA produced under conditions allowing for PHB accumulation 

was channeled towards R3HBA via acetoacetate. 

Using UV mutagenesis, Ugwu et al. (2011) obtained an R3HBA-producing mutant of A. lata. 

When cells of this mutant were resuspended in phosphate buffer containing glucose 

(1 % v/w), ethylacetoacetate (2% v/v) or (R,S)-1,3-butanediol (3 % v/v), the resting cells 

produced R3HBA at concentrations of 6.5, 7.3 and 8.7 g L⁻¹, respectively. 

▪ Recombinant E. coli strain: An approximation of thioesterase shortcut system 

An alternative process to produce R3HBA is the use of recombinant methods to express PHA 

related genes in well-characterized non-PHA producing and fast-growing microorganisms 

such as E. coli (Chen et al., 2013). Lee and co-workers modified E. coli strains by inserting 

two plasmid systems containing the phaARe, phbBRe, and phbCRe genes and the phaZ1Re 

depolymerase from Ralstonia eutropha (Lee & Lee, 2003). This design achieved an R3HBA 

concentration of 9.6 g L⁻¹ in 51 hours of fermentation using glucose as a carbon source. 

Similarly, Shiraki et al. (2006) engineered E. coli and R. eutropha to express the same 

enzymes leading to the production of PHB but different depolymerases. The strains compared 
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were an R. eutropha null mutant for hbd and a recombinant E. coli strain harboring the 

synthetic PHB operon of R. eutropha and an extracellular depolymerase of Paucimonas 

lemoignei. The production of R3HBA by the hbd null mutant of R. eutropha was found to be 

dependent on the supply of oxygen, achieving a R3HBA concentration of 3.13 g L⁻¹ under 

anaerobic conditions and concentrations in the range of 0.41–1.04 g L⁻¹ under aerobic culture 

conditions. Presumably, the accumulated PHB was depolymerized under aerobic conditions 

to a molecule different than R3HBA, such as R3HBA-CoA, or the produced R3HBA was 

metabolized using pathways not using Hbd. In fact, Shiraki et al. (2006) verified that no hbd 

was expressed and no Hbd was found in the supernatant fraction of cells grown under PHB 

accumulation conditions. However, it was not verified whether the mutant could grow in 

R3HBA. On the other hand, the recombinant E. coli harboring the PHB operon and the 

P. lemoignei depolymerase reached a concentration of approximately 7.3 g L⁻¹ of R3HBA 

after 100 hours. Since E. coli is not a native PHB producer, presumably there were no 

alternative pathways for R3HBA production or consumption different from the inserted 

genes (Shiraki et al., 2006). 

Alternatively, there are pathways that can be constructed without accumulation and 

depolymerization of PHB. For example, R3HBA-CoA can be directly hydrolyzed into 

R3HBA using TesB, a class II thioesterase enzyme that catalyzes the hydrolysis of the CoA 

moiety from acyl-CoAs (Naggert et al., 1991). Liu et al. (2007) used E. coli BW25113 as 

host for the expression of phbA and phbB genes from R. eutropha and tesB from E. coli. This 

strain produced 3.98 g L⁻¹ R3HBA in a shake flask culture using 11.4 g L⁻¹ of glucose. When 

using a fed-batch strategy, 12.2 g L⁻¹ R3HBA were accumulated in 24 hours. The 

productivity achieved in this system (0.51 g L⁻¹ h ⁻¹) is among the highest reported so far for 

the direct production of R3HBA. Previous to this work, it was well established that TesB was 

capable of releasing CoA from acyl CoA of C₆-C₁₈ carbon length, as well as 3-hydroxyacyl-

CoA esters, to their corresponding free fatty acids (Naggert et al., 1991), but not from short-

chain length hydroxyacyl-CoA. In this regard, Zheng et al. (2004) reported the production of 

R3HD from fructose by a recombinant E. coli. The recombinant strain contains the phaG 

gene from P. putida encoding for (R)-3-hydroxydecanoyl-acyl carrier protein-coenzyme A 

transacylase. PhaG links fatty acid de novo biosynthesis and PHA production by catalyzing 
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the conversion between (R)-3-hydroxydecanoyl-acyl carrier protein and (R)-3-

hydroxydecanoyl-CoA (Rehm et al., 1998). When the E. coli strain containing only PhaG 

was cultured in shake flasks with 20 g L⁻¹ fructose, 0.64 g L⁻¹ of R3HD, and 2.11 g L⁻¹ of 

biomass were obtained. The R3HD titer was increased to 1.02 g L⁻¹ when a plasmid 

expressing tesB was also inserted into the strain along with phaG, suggesting that the activity 

of TesB in the strain containing only phaG was insufficient for efficient hydrolysis of the 

produced (R)-3- hydroxydecanoyl-CoA. 

Other authors have studied the production of R3HBA using the native E. coli acyl-CoA 

thioesterases (fadM, tesA, tesB, ybgC, ydiI, and yciA) that also are active with acetyl-CoA as 

substrate. Interestingly, Guevara-Martínez et al. (2019) working with the recombinant strain 

E. coli AF1000 carrying β-ketothiolase (t3) and acetoacetyl-CoA reductase (rx) from 

Halomonas boliviensis and overexpressing the glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase gene 

(zwf) showed that the deletion of tesA or fadM resulted in minor decreases in R3HBA 

production, while deletion of tesB and yciA decreased the R3HBA titer by 11 and 33 %, 

respectively. These results suggest that YciA, and not TesB, is the acyl-CoA thioesterase 

largely responsible for R3HBA production from R3HBA-CoA in E. coli. 

In the same way, the implementation of the thioesterase shortcut system (TSS) has been 

shown in other microorganisms. A mutant of Saccharomyces cerevisiae strain was modified 

by the insertion of acetil-CoA C-acetyltransferase (Erg10p from S. cerevisiae BY4741), 

acetoacetyl-CoA reductase (Acr from C. acetobutylicum ATCC 824) and TesB (E. coli K-12 

MG1655). The S. ceverisiae mutant was studied in fed-batch cultures using ethanol as a 

substrate and 12 g L⁻¹ of (S)-3-hydroxybutyric acid (S3HBA) was obtained in 200 hours 

(Yun et al., 2015). In addition, the use of photosynthetic organisms for R3HAs also has been 

explored. A mutant of Synechocystis sp. with the insertion of phaA, phaB1 and tesB genes 

produced a R3HBA titer of 1.84 g L⁻¹ in 10 days in photoautotrophic culture (Wang et al., 

2018). 
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.1. MATERIALS 

3.1.1. Chemicals 

All chemicals used in this work were of laboratory or reagent grade purity and were from 

established suppliers, such as Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA), Thermo Scientific 

(Waltham, MA, USA) and PanReac AppliChem (Spain). 

3.1.2. Bacterial strains 

Overview of the bacterial strains used in the course of this work, their genotype and source 

are described in the Table 1. 

Table 1. Genotype and source of bacterial strains 

Name Genotype Source 

Azohydromonas lata 

DSM 1123 (strain H-1) 
Wild type strain isolate 

DSMZ 

(Germany) 

Methylocystis parvus 

OBBP 
Wild type strain isolate 

Biopolis S.L. 

(Valencia, Spain) 

Cupriavidus necator 

H16 DSM 428 
Wild type strain isolate 

DSMZ 

(Germany) 

C. necator H16 PHB-4 DSM 

541 

C. necator H16 mutant with 

PhaC truncated protein 

DSMZ 

(Germany) 

C. necator ∆phaC 
C. necator H16 knock out for 

phaC gene 
This work 

C. necator ∆phaC ∆hbd 
C. necator H16 knock out for 

phaC-hbd gene 
This work 
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3.1.3. Growth media 

Table 2 shows the composition of the growth media used for the mutant and wild type strains. 

Table 2. Growth media for the bacterial strains 

Name Components in gram per liter Bacteria Reference 

AL1 

1.5 KH₂PO₄, 9 Na₂HPO₄×12 H₂O,  

0.2 MgSO₄×7 H₂O, 0.01 CaCl₂×2 H₂O,  

0.1 citric acid and 1 mL of trace element solution: 

20 FeSO₄×7 H₂O, 0.3 H₃BO₄, 

0.2 CoCl₂×6 H₂O, 0.03 ZnSO₄×7 H₂O, 

0.03 MnCl₂×4 H₂O, 0.03 (NH₄)₆Mo₇O₂₄×4 H₂O, 

0.03 NiSO₄×7 H₂O and 0.01 CuSO₄×5 H₂O 

A. lata 

DSM 1123 

Wang & 

Lee, 1997 

NMS 

1 KNO₃, 1.1 MgSO₄×7 H₂O, 0.8 Na₂HPO₄×12 H₂O, 

0.26 KH₂PO₄ and 0.2 CaCl₂×2 H₂O and 1 mL of 

trace element solution: 0.3 Na₂MoO₄×2 H₂O, 

0.3 Na₂EDTA×2 H₂O, 1 CuSO₄×5H₂O, 

0.5 FeSO₄×7 H₂O, 0.4 ZnSO₄×7 H₂O, 

0.03 CoCl₂, 0.02 MnCl₂×4 H₂O, 

0.015 H₃BO₃, 0.01 NiCl₂×6 H₂O and 

0.38 Fe-EDTA 

M. parvus 

OBBP 

Rodríguez 

et al., 

2022 

NFMS Identical to NMS medium except without KNO₃ 
M. parvus 

OBBP 

Rodríguez 

et al., 

2022 

RE1 

20 fructose, 1 (NH₄)2SO₄, 1.5 KH₂PO₄, 

6.7 Na₂HPO₄×7 H₂O, 0.2 MgSO₄×7 H₂O, 

1 mL of trace element solution: 10 FeSO₄×7 H₂O, 

2.25 ZnSO₄×7 H₂O, 1 CuSO₄×5 H₂O, 

0.58 MnCl₂×4H₂O, 2 CaCl₂×2H₂O, 

0.14 Na₂B₄O₇×10 H₂O, 0.16 H₃BO₃ and 

35% HCl 10 mL 

C. necator 

H16 DSM 428, 

C. necator 541, 

C. necator 

∆phaC, C. 

necator ∆phaC 

∆hbd 

Adapted 

from Kim 

et al., 

1994 

SOC/ 

SOB 

20 Tryptone, 5 yeast extract, 0.5 NaCl, 10 mL of 

250 mM solution of KCl and 2 M MgCl₂. For SOC 

is identical to SOB medium except with 1 M 

glucose solution  

E. coli DH5α 

and 

E. coli S17-1 

Hanahan, 

1983 

Luria 

Bertani 

(LB) 

10 Tryptone, 5 yeast extract, 10 NaCl 
E. coli and C. 

necator strains 

Bertani, 

1951 
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3.1.4. Primers 

All primers used in this work (Table 3 and Table II-1, APPENDIX II) were designed in 

SnapGene® and ordered to IDT (USA) via Fermelo, Chile. Primers were received as 

lyophilized pellets and the stock solutions were prepared at 100 μM in Mili-Q water, DNAase 

free water and were stored at −20 °C. Then, primer working stocks were prepared as 10 μM 

concentrated solutions with double-distilled water and stored at −20 °C. 

Table 3. Primers and their sequences used for the construction of gene knock outs 

Primers Sequence 5'-3' 

pT18mobsacB-

MCS_deleted_fwd_phac 
cgcatgggcgatgccaagctcaagcttggcactggccgtc 

pT18mobsacB-

MCS_deleted_rev_phac 
gcgctgatgatggcgatcacgtaatcatgtcatagctgtttcctgtgtg 

phaC1_upstream_fwd aacagctatgacatgattacgtgatcgccatcatcagcgc 

phaC1_upstream_rev cgccggcactcatgcaagcggatttgattgtctctctgccgtc 

phaC1_downstream_fwd ggcagagagacaatcaaatccgcttgcatgagtgccggcg 

phaC1_downstream_rev gacggccagtgccaagcttgagcttggcatcgcccatgcg 

pT18mobSac_MCS_deleted_fwd_hbd gctgattgcgcggctcaacgcaagcttggcactggccgtc 

pT18mobSac_MCS_deleted_rev_hbd gcaggcaggctgacctgcgggtaatcatgtcatagctgtttcctgtgtg 

hbdH1_downstream_fwd aacagctatgacatgattacccgcaggtcagcctgcctgc 

hbdH1_downstream_rev ttctctcgacggaggcttacggagcaaacgatgcaacgacgca 

hbdH1_upstream_fwd gtcgttgcatcgtttgctccgtaagcctccgtcgagagaaagga 

hbdH1_upstream_rev gacggccagtgccaagcttgcgttgagccgcgcaatcagc 
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3.1.5. E. coli strains and plasmids 

Three vector backbones, acquired from Addgene, were used for the genetic modifications. 

pBBR1MCS-2, a low copy vector was used for the expression of tesB (E. coli K12) in 

C. necator H16. pAWP89 vector was used for the expression of tesB in M. parvus OBBP. 

The pT18mobsacB suicide vector was used for the construction and knock-out of phaC1, hbd 

by matting with E. coli S17-1 in C. necator H16. The E. coli strains DH5α or S17-1 were 

used for the bacterial transformation with the plasmids constructed. Table 4 gives an 

overview of the most important features of the plasmids, E. coli and mutant strains used or 

constructed in the course of this work. 

Table 4. Vector backbones and their relevant genotype 

Strains and 

plasmids 
Relevant genotype Source 

E. coli DH5α 
F⁻, endA1, hsdR17, (rk ⁻, mk ⁺), supE44, thi-1, λ⁻, 

recA1, gyrA96, ΔlacU169 (Φ80 lacZ ΔM15) 
NEB 

E. coli S17-1 

DSM 9079 
thi pro hsdR hsdM ⁺recA RP4-2-Tc::Mu::Tn7 λpir 

DSMZ 

(Germany) 

pBBR1MCS-2 lacPOZ, mobRP4, Kanamycin resistance (kmR) Addgene 

pAWP89 IncP, dTomato by the tac promoter, kmR Addgene 

pBAD24-

sfGFPx2 
super folder (sf) GFP, Ampicilin resistance (Ampᴿ) Addgene 

pT18mobsacB pMB1 mob sacB; SucS, Tetraciclina (TcR) Addgene 

pL51 
pT18mobsacB-ΔphaC plasmid with phaC upstream 

and downstream 
This work 

pL52 
from pL51 with hbd upstream and downstream, 

pT18mobsacB-ΔphaC-Δhbd 
This work 
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3.2. METHODS 

3.2.1. Preliminary depolymerization and viability assay in PHB accumulated cells of 

A. lata DSM 1123 

Flask cultures of A. lata DSM 1123 were carried out for PHB accumulation in a shaking 

incubator with 1.0 L Erlenmeyer Flask (E-flask) containing 200 mL of AL1 medium with 

10 g L⁻¹ glucose and 0.5 g L⁻¹ of (NH₄) SO₄ at 30°C and 200 rpm for 20 hours. Then, the 

cells were washed with phosphate buffer and were resuspended in phosphate buffer 50 mM 

to test the depolymerization at three pHs, 4, 5 and 7. A hot plate stirrer was adapted with a 

thermoregulated bath at 30°C that containing inside a beaker of 100 mL with 20 mL of PHB 

accumulated cell suspension at pH of 4, 5 or 7 (two biological replicates) for 

depolymerization. The pH was controlled by addition of NaOH solution (4 M) to provide a 

pH constant condition. PHB and R3HBA were measured at the end of the experiment. 

To test the viability of the cells at the end of the depolymerization phase, 100 ul of cells 

suspension were spread on Petri dishes with AL1 agar (AL1 media with 12 g L⁻¹) and 

incubated at 30 °C for 3 days. The growth was measured by colony counting. 

3.2.2. Bioreactor experiments with A. lata 

3.2.2.1. Chemostat cultivation 

Chemostats experiments were performed in a 3.6 L (total volume, 2.3 L working volume) 

fermenter (Labfors 5, Infors-HT, Basel, Switzerland) equipped with pH, dissolved oxygen 

(DO) and temperature controllers. Temperature was maintained at 30 °C and water 

evaporated from the broth was condensed using a water-cooled condenser. DO was 

controlled above 40% of oxygen saturation in air (except for the oxygen-limited cultures 

where 1 vvm air and 250 rpm were used) by varying the stirring speed between 300 and 600 

rpm and the gas mixture between air and pure oxygen in a cascade control at 2 vvm. Gas 
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flows were controlled by mass flow controllers and refer to normal conditions. The pH was 

maintained at 6.8 by the addition of a 2 M NaOH solution. The culture medium was the 

mineral salt medium AL2 (Wang & Lee, 1997) with 10 g L⁻¹ glucose as the carbon and 

energy source. 

Nitrogen-limited, oxygen-limited and glucose-limited chemostats were performed by 

altering the inlet medium composition or the oxygen transfer rate. The nitrogen-limited 

feeding medium contained 0.5 g L⁻¹ ammonium sulfate while 3 g L⁻¹ was used for the glucose 

and oxygen-limited conditions. Dilution rates ranging from 0.05 to 0.4 h⁻¹ were applied under 

each nutrient limitation condition. Changes between dilution rates were randomized. Cultures 

were sampled after achieving steady-state (at least after 4 residence times) and checking for 

signs of contamination using optical microscopy and Raman spectroscopy. 

3.2.2.2. Two-stage chemostat for in-vivo depolymerization and R3HBA production 

A bioreactor was built using a 200 mL Schott flask equipped with a temperature control 

system, a pH control system, a U-tube for level control and agitation provided by a magnetic 

stirrer. This bioreactor was connected to the discharge of a nitrogen-limited chemostat culture 

operated at a D=0.2 h⁻¹ and pH 6.8. The depolymerization reactor was operated at pH 4 with 

a 30 min residence time for 300 min. 

3.2.3. Optimization of PHB depolymerization in M. parvus 

The experiments were performed batch wise using PHB containing M. parvus biomass in 

125 mL serum bottles (working volume of 45 mL) crimp sealed (three biological replicates). 

The bottles were incubated at 30 °C (except Test 3) and 230 rpm in an orbital shaker. 
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Test 1: Influence of the presence of nitrate and O₂ and pH 

The assays were performed with NMS and NFMS media at both pH 4 and pH 11 in triplicate 

for 48 hours. All cultures were inoculated with 10 mL of concentrated M. parvus culture 

previously grown in NFMS for 10 days (1.3 gTSS L⁻¹ with 51.4% of PHB) and were 

incubated for two days under an O₂:CH₄ headspace (66.7:33.3%) and a He:CH₄ atmosphere 

(66.7:33.3%). A control test at pH 7 under a O₂: CH₄ headspace (66.7:33.3%) and NMS 

medium was also carried out. Culture samples were collected periodically for the 

quantification of the R3HBA concentration. Cell dry weights (CDW), total nitrogen, PHAs 

and pH were determined at the beginning and end of the experiment. 

Test 2: Optimization of pH during PHB depolymerization 

PHB depolymerization under an O₂:CH₄ atmosphere (66.7:33.3 %) was assessed in triplicate 

at pH 10, pH 11 and pH 12 with NMS medium as above described for 48 hours. The pH of 

the cultures was monitored three times per day and manually adjusted using 5 M NaOH, 

while the concentration of extracellular R3HBA was quantified once per day. The biomass 

concentration (estimated as CDW) and PHB cells content were determined at the beginning 

and the end of the experiment. 

Test 3: Influence of temperature on the kinetic of PHB depolymerization 

PHB depolymerization at pH 11 on NMS medium was assessed in triplicate at 25 and 35 °C 

for 3 hours using fresh M. parvus with a concentration and PHB cell content of 4.17 

gCDW L⁻¹ and 44.7 %. The determination of extracellular R3HBA concentration was 

conducted at 15, 30, 60, 120 and 180 min. At the end of the experiment, cell viability was 

evaluated using the pellets obtained after centrifugation of the biomass from depolymerized 

cells. Cell viability tests were performed at 25 °C in 2.2 L serum bottles with a working 

volume of 0.4 L of both NMS and NFMS medium. The bottles were capped with aluminum 

caps and chlorobutyl rubber stoppers under and O₂:CH₄ atmosphere (66.7:33.3 %) and 
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incubated as above described until complete CH₄ depletion. CDW, CH₄, O₂ and CO₂ 

concentrations were periodically measured. 

Test 4: Influence of the initial R3HBA concentration and aeration rate 

The influence of the oxygen mass transfer rate on PHB depolymerization and R3HBA yield 

was investigated in E-flasks incubated at 200 rpm and 30 °C in an orbital shaker for 72 hours. 

The lowest oxygen mass transfer rate was achieved in 100 mL E-flasks containing 100 mL 

of medium, while the highest oxygen transfer rate was reached in 250 mL E-flasks containing 

50 mL of cultivation broth. An intermediate condition was tested in 100 mL E-flasks 

containing 50 mL of cultivation broth. The initial biomass concentration and PHB content of 

the cell suspension was 0.51 ± 0.005 gCDW L⁻¹ and 31.9 ± 1.9% PHB, respectively. The 

experiments were conducted in duplicate. 

The potential inhibitory effect of extracellular R3HBA over PHB depolymerization was 

investigated using R3HBA produced in-house following the procedure described by Lee et 

al. (1999). Then, M. parvus cells containing PHB were washed and resuspended in NMS 

medium at pH 11 supplemented with R3HBA at concentrations of 0, 120, 330 and 

650 mg L⁻¹. Cell incubation was performed in 100 mL E-flasks containing 50 mL of cell 

suspension with the corresponding R3HBA concentration at 30 °C and 200 rpm in an orbital 

shaker. Culture samples were collected at 0, 3, 6, 48 and 72 hours for R3HBA and crotonic 

acid quantification. The biomass and PHB cell content were monitored at the beginning and 

the end of experiments. 

▪ R3HBA production by A. lata DSM 1123 

A. lata DSM 1123 was cultivated from a frozen stock culture in a nutrient agar plate. A single 

colony was picked and used to inoculate a 500 mL E-flask with 100 mL of AL1 medium. 

This culture served as the inoculum for a batch bioreactor cultivation of this bacterium in a 

Labfors 5 bioreactor (Infors HT, Switzerland). The bioreactor was operated with 1 L of AL2 
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(Wang & Lee, 1997) medium containing an initial glucose concentration of 30 g L⁻¹ and an 

initial ammonium sulfate concentration of 2 g L⁻¹. Dissolved oxygen was maintained above 

40 % saturation by varying the stirring speed up to 700 rpm at 1 vvm air. When necessary, 

pure oxygen was automatically mixed with the inlet air flow under a cascade control. After 

24 hours of cultivation, approximately 12.0 gCDWL⁻¹ of biomass were retrieved containing 

a PHB cell content of 75%. Cells were collected by centrifugation, washed twice with 

distilled water and resuspended in water at a concentration of approximately 120 gCDW L⁻¹. 

PHB depolymerization was started by adjusting the pH to 4 with HCl and lasted for one hour. 

The pH was controlled at 4 using 2 M NaOH. Following the purification procedure outlined 

in Lee et al. (1999), a solution containing 34.2 g L⁻¹ of sodium (R)-3-hydroxybutyrate was 

obtained for the study of inhibitory effect of extracellular R3HBA. 

3.2.4. Biomass quantification and culture supernatant collection and analysis 

For the estimation of biomass concentration, aliquots of culture were centrifuged (2470 RCF, 

10 min) to separate a cell-free supernatant and a biomass pellet. The pellet was washed twice 

with Type II water, dried and used to determine the cell dry weight concentration. Culture 

supernatants were obtained by centrifuging broth samples in Eppendorf tubes at 17000 RCF 

for 1 min at 4 °C and used immediately or stored at −20 °C. Glucose concentration was 

determined in culture supernatants and feed media using an enzymatic assay (D-glucose 

assay kit GOPOD, Megazyme, Ireland) according to the manufacturer’s instructions or High-

Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) analysis (see analytical methods). The 

concentration of NH₄⁺ was determined using an ammonium-ion electrode (EW-27504-00, 

Cole-Parmer, USA). 

3.2.5. Raman spectroscopy 

Raman analyses of dry biomass harvested from the cultures, washed twice with Type II water 

and dried at 70 °C on a Raman grade CaF₂ supports (Crystan, UK) were performed using a 

Horiba XploRA™ PLUS Raman microscope with a ×50 objective lens. A diode laser of 

532 nm was used, and the collected Raman radiation was dispersed with a 1200 lines 
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(750 nm) grating. All spectra were obtained in the spectral window of 600-1800 cm⁻¹ using 

60 seconds of acquisition time and 2 accumulations. The Raman spectra were baseline 

corrected and normalized using the LabSpec 6 suite. The analysis of the characteristic 

frequencies and intensities was performed using previously reported Raman spectra (Samek 

et al., 2016) and the spectra of pure PHB (sc-255438, Santa Cruz Biotechnology). 

3.2.6. Analytical procedures 

CH₄, CO₂ and O₂ gas concentrations were measured in a gas chromatograph (GC) coupled 

with a Thermal Conductivity Detector (Bruker 430 GC-TCD, Bruker Corporation, USA) 

following the method described by Estrada et al. (2014). The optical density of the cultures 

samples was measured by spectrophotometry at 600 nm (UV-2550, Shimadzu, Japan). CDW 

and pH were analyzed according to Rodríguez et al. (2020). PHB was quantified via Gas 

Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry (GC–MS) (Rodríguez et al., 2020) or GC-FID (Scott et 

al., 2021). The concentration of R3HBA was determined using a commercial R3HBA Assay 

Kit (Megazyme, Ireland) according to manufacturer’s protocol or using HPLC with a UV–

Vis detector at 210 nm and a refractive index detector (Prominence, Shimadzu) according to 

Scott et al. (2021). Citrate, succinate, pyruvate, acetate, glucose, malate and crotonic acids 

(Sigma-Aldrich catalog number, 113018) were quantified using the HPLC-UV-IR method 

described by Scott et al. (2021). The organic acids standard was purchased from Biorad 

(catalog number, 125–0586). 

3.2.7. Vector construction for tesB expression 

For the construction of the expression vector for C. necator H16, tesB was amplified from 

the synthesized pUC57 plasmid with tesB gene fragment (E. coli K12) no codon optimized. 

The RBS and linker sequences used were tested and described by (Lu et al., 2012). The 

terminator fragment was amplified from the pBAD24-sfGFPx2 plasmid (450 pb) following 

the plasmid construction strategy described by (Crépin et al, 2016). The fragments were 

assembled in pBBR1MCS2 plasmid using Gibson Assembly. 
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The construction of the expression vector for M. parvus was assembled in pAWP89 plasmid 

by the insertion of a promoter and terminator fragments (Section 0, APPENDIX II) from the 

PHB synthesis of M. parvus and tesB gene (E. coli K12). These were taken from the 

synthesized pUC57-kan plasmid containing these fragments. All plasmid assemblies were 

achieved by one-step isothermal DNA assembly protocol (Gibson et al., 2009). 

Briefly, the assembly reaction was carried out by mixing the insert(s) and vector backbone 

with 5 µL Gibson Assembly® Master Mix (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA) and 

Mili-Q and DNase free water to a total reaction volume of 10 µL. The amount of each insert 

to be used was calculated following the next equation, where the units of vector and insert 

amount are in nanograms, vector and insert length in kb. 

(
Insert

amount 
) = (

Vector amount 

Vector length 
) (

Insert
length 

) (
Molar ratio

insert ∶ vector
) 

Around 50-100 ng of vector backbone were used and a molar insert-vector ratio of 3:1 was 

used for the assembly of up to three or four fragments (including the vector). The Gibson 

assembly reaction was incubated for 1 hour at 50 °C. Then, the reactions were stored at 20 °C 

for subsequent transformations. 

3.2.8. Gene knock-out via pT18mobsacB for C. necator H16 

Two homologous templates which were about 500 bp upstream and downstream of phaC or 

hbd were amplified from C. necator H16 by colony PCR. The fragments were cloned in the 

pT18mobsacB plasmid backbone (pL51 and pL52) via Gibson assembly (Gibson et al., 2009) 

and transformed into E. coli S17-1 by electroporation, then identified and transferred to 

C. necator H16 via conjugation. Single colonies were cultured in LB without NaCl but with 

15 mg L⁻¹ gentamicin and 20 mg L⁻¹ tetracycline at 30 °C. A pair of primers with one bound 

to the genome and another to the plasmid was used for colony PCR to identify strains with 

the knockout plasmid integrated. Then confirmed colonies were incubated for the second 

recombination in LB without NaCl and tetracycline, but with 50 g L⁻¹ sucrose and 15 mg L⁻¹ 
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gentamicin at 30 °C for 72 hours or until visible colonies appear. Then, colony PCR was used 

for the screening of the C. necator colony knock out for phaC or hbd using the primers listed 

in Table 3. 

3.2.9. Standard polymerase chain reaction 

The mixture used for the standard PCR reaction in this work was the GoTaq Green mastermix 

polymerase from Promega®. The thermostable Phusion™ High-Fidelity DNA polymerase 

from Thermo Fisher scientific was used for Gibson PCRs applications. Once prepared, the 

reaction mixture was placed in a PCR thermocycler and a PCR program was run on the 

machine following the technical specification of the PCR master mix manufacturer. Time 

and temperature required for each step of the program were carefully adapted to allow for 

the successful amplification of the desired target fragment. For Phusion High-Fidelity DNA 

polymerase the denaturation temperature was set to 98 °C and the initial denaturation was 

carried out for 30 seconds for all plasmid-based templates. The elongation time was 

calculated based on the desired fragment length. After completion of the PCR, the amplified 

sequences were recovered using agarose gel electrophoresis and subsequent gel extraction 

and purification with GeneJET extraction kit (Thermo Fisher scientific). 

3.2.10. Colony PCR 

Colony PCR was used to amplify the desired target sequence from a bacterial colony without 

previous purification of the DNA from the bacterial cells. Here, colony PCRs were mostly 

carried out to assess the transformation status of positive colony indicator after 

transformation. 

A bacterial colony was picked from an agar plate using the tip of a sterile white 10 µL pipette 

tip, before resuspending it in 10 µL double distilled water. Next, 1 µL of the suspension were 

transferred into a PCR tube and were incubated at 95 °C for 5 min at 90 °C. After incubation, 

1 µL of the suspension was added to PCR mastermix. 
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3.2.11. Agarose gel electrophoresis 

Agarose gel electrophoresis was carried out to separate DNA fragments and vectors 

according to their respective sizes in an electric field using 1% agarose gels (w/v). All gels 

were supplemented with GelRed® Nucleic Acid Gel Stain and prepared with TAE 1X. 

Samples were mixed with Gel loading purple dye (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, 

USA) and 1-3 µL were loaded into the pockets. In addition, 0.5 µL of 1 kb DNA ladder 

(Bionner, Korea) were loaded into one well on the gel to estimate the size and quantity of 

individual fragments and plasmids. A voltage of 90 V was applied for the electrophoreses. 

After 40 min, the electrophoresis was stopped, and the agarose gel was recovered to visualize 

DNA fragments under ultraviolet light in Firereader V6 transilluminator. 

3.2.12. Preparation of electrocompetent E. coli cells 

To create electrocompetent E. coli cells, the S17-1 strain was streaked out on LB agar plate. 

One picked colony was inoculated in a 50 mL sterile E-flask (working volume 20 mL of LB-

medium) at 37 °C and 200 rpm overnight. After growth for 14 hours, a calculated enough 

volume for 1:50 dilution of pre-culture was used for inoculating a 500 mL sterile E-flask 

(working volume of 100 mL) at 37 °C and 200 rpm until reach ingan optical density (OD₆₀₀) 

of 0.35-0.40 after about 3-4 hours of growth time. Next, the main culture was chilled into 

two 50 mL centrifuge tubes which had been pre-cooled on ice for 5 min. After 10 min on ice, 

the cells were harvested by 5 min centrifugation at 4000g and room temperature. The 

supernatant was decanted and the pellets were resuspended in 50 mL chilled double distilled 

water (4 °C). The tubes were centrifuged at the same condition mentioned above. The same 

procedure was repeated once more with 20 mL and the pellet was resuspended a final volume 

of 1 mL of ice-cold 10% glycerol. The suspension OD₆₀₀ was measured and aliquoted in 

fraction of 50 µL in chilled tubes to be frozen at −80°C. 
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3.2.13. Transformation of E. coli cells 

For the transformation of electrocompetent E. coli cells with newly constructed plasmids, a 

50 µL aliquot of electrocompetent cells was thawed on ice. Once completed thawed, 1-2 µL 

of Gibson assembly reaction mixture containing the constructed plasmid, were added to the 

cells. A 0.2 mm pre-cooled electroporation cuvette with cells mixture was placed in an 

electroporator from Bio-rad and a pulse of 2-5 kV was sent through the cuvette. Immediately 

after electroporation, 900 µL of SOC medium were added and carefully resuspending by 

pipetting was undertaken. The cells solution was recovered and transferred into a sterile 

1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube and then incubated for 1 hour at 37 °C and 200 rpm.  

After incubation, 100 and 900 µL fractions were taken from the transformed cells solution 

and were placed on individual LB-agar plates supplemented with the respective antibiotic, 

lactose (1 g L⁻¹) and X- gal (20 µg L⁻¹) for blue-white screening of bacterial colonies. The 

plates were incubated at 37 °C for 24-48 hours. White colonies were checked using colony 

PCR. The transformation of chemocompetent E. coli DH5α cells was followed by the 

technical specifications of NEB BioLabs and cultured by the instructions above mentioned. 

3.2.14. Characterization of C. necator H16 and mutant strains 

Glycerol stocks of C. necator H16, C. necator ∆phaC, C. necator ∆phaC ∆hbd and 

C. necator 541 were streaked on a LB agar petri dish without NaCl and incubated at 30 °C. 

After 24-48 hours one colony was used to inoculate a pre-seed 100 mL E-flask with 20 mL 

of RE1 mineral medium and incubated for 15-20 hours at 30°C and 250 rpm. This seed 

culture was used to inoculate a 500 mL E-flask with 100 mL RE1 and incubated for 48 hours. 

Culture samples were collected periodically for the quantification of biomass, fructose, 

R3HBA, pyruvate and PHB. Three biological replicates were performed for each strain. 

For C. necator H16 a depolymerization test was assayed in order to see the R3HBA 

production at different pHs conditions as described by Lee et al. (1999). At the end of the 
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48 hours of culture, accumulated PHB cell of C. necator H16 were washed two times with 

mineral RE1 medium (without fructose) and resuspended in E-flasks of 100 mL with a 

working volume of 20 mL with mineral medium (without fructose) at 3, 4, 7 and 10 pHs. The 

depolymerization cultures were incubated at 30°C and 250 rpm for 24 hours. CDW, PHB, 

R3HBA and pH were determined at the beginning and end of the experiment. 

3.2.15. Calculations 

i). Chemostat cultures 

Each chemostat culture is presented as a single data point corresponding to the mean of two 

or three analytical determinations, along with its standard deviation. Therefore, each data 

point at a given dilution rate is a biological replicate. Percentages are mass-based and CDW 

refer to residual (active or PHB free) biomass. 

The analysis of the chemostat cultures was carried out using the standard definitions of 

specific uptake rates and specific productivities following equations reported in Table 5, 

where 𝐷 is the dilution rate (h⁻¹), 𝐹 the PHB fraction (gPHB g total CDW⁻¹), 𝑋𝑇 is the total 

CDW biomass concentration (g L⁻¹), 𝑆𝑜 and 𝑆 the inlet and outlet glucose concentration, 𝐶𝐴𝑆 

the ammonium sulfate concentration (g L⁻¹) and 𝑉 the reactor volume. Error propagation was 

performed using standard formulas based on standard deviations and its respective defining 

equation, where ‖𝐯‖ is the Euclidean norm of vector 𝐯. The following formulas allow the 

calculation of an error that is latter plotted as an error bar. 
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Table 5. Equations defining specific uptakes and production rates 

Description Equation and experimental error propagated 

Glucose uptake rate 

[g gCDW⁻¹ h⁻¹] 

1000

180
𝐷

𝑆𝑜 − 𝑆

(1 − 𝐹)𝑋𝑇

 

Error =
50

9
𝐷 ‖

∆𝑆𝑜

(1 − 𝐹)𝑋𝑇

,   
∆𝑆

(1 − 𝐹)𝑋𝑇

,   
(𝑆𝑜 − 𝑆)∆𝐹

(1 − 𝐹)2𝑋𝑇

,   
(𝑆𝑜 − 𝑆)∆𝑋𝑇

(𝐹 − 1)𝑋𝑇
2 ‖ 

Ammonium uptake rate 

[mmol gCDW⁻¹ h⁻¹] 

1000 ∙ 2

132.14
𝐷

3 − 𝐶𝐴𝑆

(1 − 𝐹)𝑋𝑇

 

Error = 6.40738 𝐷 ‖
(𝐶𝐴𝑆 − 3)∆𝑋𝑇

(𝐹 − 1)𝑋𝑇
2 ,   

(𝐶𝐴𝑆 − 3)∆𝐹

(1 − 𝐹)2𝑋𝑇

,   
∆𝐶𝐴𝑆

(𝐹 − 1)𝑋𝑇

‖ 

PHB production rate 

[g gCDW⁻¹ h⁻¹] 

1000

104
𝐷

𝐹

1 − 𝐹
 

Error =
125

13
‖

𝐷 ∆𝐹

(1 − 𝐹)2
‖ 

PHB free or residual 

biomass [g L⁻¹] 

(1 − 𝐹)𝑋𝑇 

Error = ‖(1 − 𝐹)∆𝑋𝑇 ,   𝑋𝑇∆𝐹‖ 

 

ii). PHB depolymerization and R3HBA yields calculation used in M. parvus experiments 

The R3HBA molar yield (𝑌𝑅3𝐻𝐵𝐴) was calculated as the ratio of the moles of R3HBA 

excreted and the moles of PHB consumed, considering that PHB hydrolysis consumes one 

mol of water per mol of R3HBA produced. Then PHB depolymerization percentage 

conversion (𝐶𝑃𝐻𝐵) and 𝑌𝑅3𝐻𝐵𝐴 were calculated the following Eq. 1 and 2. 

𝐶𝑃𝐻𝐵 =
𝑋𝑃𝐻𝐵

𝑖 − 𝑋𝑃𝐻𝐵
𝑓

𝑋𝑃𝐻𝐵
𝑖

× 100 

𝑌𝑅3𝐻𝐵𝐴 = (
104.1 − 18.01

104.1
)

𝑋𝑅3𝐻𝐵𝐴
𝑓

− 𝑋𝑅3𝐻𝐵𝐴
𝑖

𝑋𝑃𝐻𝐵
𝑖 − 𝑋𝑃𝐻𝐵

𝑓
× 100 

 

Eq. 1 

Eq. 2 
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Where 𝑋𝑃𝐻𝐵
𝑖  and 𝑋𝑃𝐻𝐵

𝑓
 correspond to the initial and final PHB concentrations (g L⁻¹) 

respectively, and 𝑋𝑅3𝐻𝐵𝐴
𝑖  and 𝑋𝑅3𝐻𝐵𝐴

𝑓
 represent the initial and final concentrations of R3HBA 

(g L⁻¹) respectively. A similar calculation was used for the crotonic acid yield (𝑌𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑡). The 

conversion of PHB to R3HBA can be calculated by Eq.3. 

𝐶𝑃𝐻𝐵,_𝑅3𝐻𝐵𝐴 = 0.01 𝑌𝑅3𝐻𝐵𝐴 ∙ 𝐶𝑃𝐻𝐵 

Finally, the specific R3HBA release rate per gram of initial intracellular PHB (𝑞𝑅3𝐻𝐵𝐴) was 

calculated as follows: 

𝑞𝑅3𝐻𝐵𝐴 =
𝑚

𝑋𝑃𝐻𝐵
𝑖

 

Where 𝑚 is the slope of the line whose independent and dependent variables are the 

depolymerization time and R3HBA concentration (mg L⁻¹) respectively. 

  

Eq. 3 

Eq. 4 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

4.1. EFFECTS OF NUTRIENT LIMITATION AND DILUTION RATE ON PHB AND 

BIOMASS PRODUCTION IN A. lata 

Part of the results presented in this section, were published in the following paper “Two 

internal bottlenecks cause the overflow metabolism leading to poly(3-hydroxybutyrate) 

production in Azohydromonas lata DSM1123” with DOI: 

https://10.1016/j.jece.2021.105665 

A. lata DSM 1123 was grown in chemostat culture at dilution rates ranging from 0.05 to 

0.4 h⁻¹ with mineral medium and glucose as the sole carbon and energy source. Panels A-F 

in Figure 1 show culture parameters and their relationship with the dilution rate under 

nitrogen, oxygen or glucose limiting conditions. 

4.1.1. Nitrogen limited-chemostat culture 

The PHB content under nitrogen limitation slightly decreases from an average of 75 % at a 

D=0.05 h⁻¹ to 65% at the maximum D=0.4 h⁻¹ (Figure 1, panel A), a slight decrease in sharp 

contrast to nitrogen-limited chemostats of C. necator, where a linear decrease from a PHB 

content of 80% to less than 10% was reported as the dilution rate increases from 0.025 to 

0.4 h⁻¹ (Henderson & Jones, 1997). The glucose and ammonium sulfate concentration in the 

chemostat runs (Figure 1, panels C and D) is consistent with an ammonium limited condition: 

glucose was present at every dilution rate and the titer of ammonium sulfate was negligible 

at D < 0.2 h⁻¹. As the growth rate increases, the overall PHB yield on glucose decreases from 

0.41 ± 0.02 (D=0.05 h⁻¹) to 0.30 ± 0.03 gPHB g glucose⁻¹ (D=0.4 h⁻¹). 

https://10.0.3.248/j.jece.2021.105665
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_________________________________________________________________________

________________. (A), residual (PHB free) biomass (B), glucose (C) and ammonium 

sulfate (D) concentration, specific glucose uptake rate per gram of residual biomass (E) and 

specific PHB accumulation rate per gram of residual biomass (F). Red triangles correspond 

to nitrogen-limited chemostats, black squares to oxygen-limited chemostats and blue circles 

to glucose-limited chemostats. Raman spectra of washed and dried biomass samples 

withdrawn from (G): (a) nitrogen-limited chemostat at D=0.05 h⁻¹, (b), (c) and (d) oxygen-

limited chemostat at dilution rates of 0.3, 0.05 and 0.1 h⁻¹, respectively. The shaded area 

represents the standard deviation. 

 

Figure 1. Effects of the dilution rate and nutrient limitation in chemostat culture on 

PHB accumulation 
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The maximum specific PHB accumulation rate (Figure 1, panel F) was found under nitrogen 

limitation at a D of 0.4 h⁻¹ corresponding to 7.9 ± 0.14 mmol gCDW⁻¹ h⁻¹ (equivalent to 

0.69 gPHB gCDW⁻¹ h⁻¹). This value agrees with the instantaneous specific PHB synthesis 

rate reported by Wang and Lee (1997), with a maximum of 0.87 gPHB gCDW⁻¹ h⁻¹ after the 

onset of nitrogen limitation in a batch culture of A. lata DSM1123 using sucrose as carbon 

and energy source. The difference can be explained by the increased specific sucrose uptake 

rate compared to the glucose uptake rate reported for this microorganism (Wang & Lee, 

1997). 

Comparatively, the PHB flux values found in this work are much higher, especially for the 

nitrogen-limited cultures, than for those found in nitrogen-limited chemostats with glucose 

as the carbon source for C. necator [0.15 gPHB gCDW⁻¹ h⁻¹ (Atlić et al., 2011) or 0.23 gPHB 

gCDW⁻¹ h⁻¹ (Henderson & Jones, 1997). A maximum of 10.6 mM of succinic acid was 

measured at a D=0.1 h⁻¹ and 2 mM of malic acid at a D=0.2 h⁻¹ (the complete set of organic 

acid measurements is presented in Table I-1, APPENDIX I). 

4.1.2. Oxygen limited-chemostat cultures 

PHB accumulation in chemostats under oxygen limitation showed a decrease of the PHB 

fraction at low dilution rates compared with the results obtained under ammonia-limited 

conditions (Figure 1, panel A). 

Glucose and ammonium sulfate titers are consistent with an oxygen limited chemostat. PHB 

yield on glucose was 0.27 ± 0.03 g PHB g glucose⁻¹, irrespectively of the dilution rate. PHB 

content reached a maximum of 60% at a D=0.1 h⁻¹ decreasing to 46% at a D=0.4 h⁻¹. Using 

a kinetic model for PHB production and cell growth in A. lata DSM 1123, Papapostolou et 

al. (2019) reported an intracellular PHB content of 43.3% at the end of a 43 hours fed-batch 

culture, where the dissolved oxygen concentration was maintained at 6% of its saturation 

value. A maximum of 7.9 mM succinic acid at a D=0.2 h⁻¹ and 1.6 mM of malic acid at a 

D=0.1 h⁻¹ were measured (see Table I-1, APPENDIX I). 
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4.1.3. Glucose-limited chemostat culture 

The trends of PHB accumulation under oxygen and nitrogen are in agreement with the 

general behavior of PHB accumulation in other organisms: PHB accumulation triggers when 

a nutrient, different from the carbon source, is limiting (Steinbüchel & Hein, 2001). On the 

other hand, PHB accumulation in glucose limiting chemostats showed a completely different 

trend (Figure 1, panel A). At a D=0.05 h⁻¹ the PHB percentage was as low as 4.85 ± 0.35 %, 

increasing linearly to 50.7 ± 2.1% at a D=0.4 h⁻¹. The PHB accumulation obtained at dilution 

rates of 0.3 and 0.4 h⁻¹ were in good agreement with the PHB content of exponentially 

growing batch cultures (and of the exponential growth zone of fed-batch cultures) where the 

carbon source is the limiting nutrient, with reported values close to 50% PHB (Wang & Lee, 

1997; Yamane et al., 1996) and 53% (Ramsay et al., 1990). This is the first report where a 

low PHB content is described in a culture of A. lata under glucose-limiting conditions. To 

confirm this result, samples of biomass were analyzed using Raman spectroscopy (Figure 1, 

panel G). The Raman spectrum revealed characteristic emission lines attributable to proteins 

(amide I at 1660-1662 cm⁻¹) and PHB (1734-1736 cm⁻¹) (Samek et al., 2016). A PHB 

standard (data no shown) shows several Raman peaks where the most intense peaks 

corresponded to 837 and 1734-1736 cm⁻¹. Samples from a nitrogen-limited chemostat at a 

D=0.05 h⁻¹ (Figure 1, panel G, spectrum a) and glucose-limited chemostat at a D=0.3 h⁻¹ 

showed clear PHB peak at 1734 cm⁻¹, with PHB to amide I peak heights ratios of 5.5 and 

2.2, respectively. These results agree with the PHB content of the samples, 42% (D=0.3 h⁻¹, 

glucose-limited) and 75% (D=0.05 h⁻¹, nitrogen-limited) assuming that a positive linear 

correlation exists between the PHB/Amide I ratio and PHB content (Samek et al., 2016). The 

analysis of the glucose-limited chemostats at dilution rates of 0.05 and 0.1 h⁻¹ (Figure 1, 

panel E, spectrums c and d) shows a nearly absent PHB peak at 1734 cm⁻¹, confirming the 

results of the GC analysis. The accumulation of PHA under unrestricted growth conditions 

at high dilution rates was also observed in cultures of P. oleovorans, although the maximum 

content was 10% (Durner et al., 2000). 

Figure 1, panel E shows the calculated glucose uptake rates in mmol gCDW⁻¹ h⁻¹. Glucose 

uptake rates under oxygen and nitrogen limitation were found to be higher than those 
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obtained under glucose limiting conditions at every dilution rate. The specific glucose uptake 

rates in chemostats of C. necator operated at D= 0.1 h⁻¹ were found to be similar and to 

decrease in the same order as the one found in our work: ammonia limited 

(4.2 mmol gCDW⁻¹ h⁻¹) followed by oxygen-limited (3.1 mmol gCDW⁻¹ h⁻¹) and glucose-

limited (2.0 mmol gCDW⁻¹ h⁻¹) conditions (Henderson & Jones, 1997). The production of 

organic acids was negligible. 

The PHB flux, (specific PHB productivity based on the residual biomass) is shown in Figure 

1, panel F. A linear trend was found between PHB flux and the dilution rate for the ammonia 

limited and oxygen-limited chemostat. For the glucose-limited cultures, the relationship 

between PHB flux and dilution rate is best described considering two linear zones, with an 

almost negligible PHB accumulation rate at dilution rates below 0.1 h⁻¹. Interestingly, 

Azohydromonas australica DSM1124, a species closely related to A. lata DSM1123, showed 

no PHB accumulation during the growth phase in batch culture (before ammonium 

exhaustion) using glycerol as the sole carbon and energy source (Haage et al., 2001). The 

authors attributed this change in the behavior of a strain known for PHB accumulation during 

exponential growth to the use of a carbon source other than glucose (Haage et al., 2001). 

However, since the cells grew at a µ = 0.075 h⁻¹, our results indicate that the reduced PHB 

accumulation it is not related to the nature of the substrate, but to the failure of glycerol to 

produce an uptake rate of carbon compatible with a µ sufficiently high to promote the 

accumulation of PHB. 

4.1.4. Preliminary in-vivo depolymerization and viability assay in PHB accumulated cells 

of A. lata DSM 1123 

By providing the environmental condition in which cells have high activity of intracellular 

PhaZ and low activity of Hbd, R3HBA could be produced with a yield of 96 % in only 30 min 

by in-vivo depolymerization of PHB in A. lata (Lee et al., 1999). In order to replicate the 

experiment of Lee et al. (1999), PHB accumulated cells of A. lata were incubated for 5 hours 

in phosphate buffer to assess PHB depolymerization at different pHs. At pH 4, the PHB 

conversion was 38.6 % higher than those obtained at pHs of 5 (29.4 %) and 7 (8.05 %) (Table 
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6). This pattern was consistent with the R3HBA titer and R3HBA yield of 2.42 g L⁻¹ and 

93.6 % at 4 pH and decreasing toward neutral pHs. The results are similar to the pioneering 

work of Lee et al. (1999) where the R3HBA yield reached up to 96 % in 30 min at pH 4, but 

not at higher pH values. The in-vivo depolymerization of A. lata is highly influenced by the 

effect of pH on PhaZ and Hbd activities. Lee et al. (1999) observed that the highest PhaZ 

activity is attained between pHs 3 and 4; whereas no activity was recorded at pH 4 for Hbd. 

Then R3HBA could not be converted to acetoacetate and was excreted to the extracellular 

medium. 

Table 6. Summary of the PHB conversion, R3HBA excreted and cell viability at pH 4, 5 

and 7 in A. lata cells 

pH 
Initial biomass 

[g L⁻¹] 

Initial 

PHB 

Final 

PHB 

R3HBA 

[g L⁻¹]  

Yield 

R3HBA/PHB 

Viable 

colonies 

4 3.50 63.9 % 25.3 % 2.42 93.6 % 2.72 % 

5 3.14 59.4 % 30.0 % 0.196 9.32 % 10.8 % 

7 3.60 66.0 % 58.0 % 0.019 1.76 % 32.2 % 

 

After 5 hours of in vivo depolymerization, cells were plated on AL1 agar and the viability 

was quantified by colony counting. A viability of 50 % was considered positive. Table 6 

indicated that the number of viable colonies increased with the pH toward neutral values, but 

no condition achieved 50 % of viability. A possible explanation is that in-vivo 

depolymerization and incubation with buffer phosphate can trigger cellular stress, thus 

causing death cell. 

4.1.5. Sequential PHB depolymerization in a nitrogen-limited chemostat 

A depolymerization bioreactor was coupled to the discharge of a nitrogen-limited chemostat 

operated at D=0.2 h⁻¹ and was maintained at pH 4 with a 30 min of residence time. After ten 

residence times, a sample withdrawn from the depolymerization reactor showed a 

depolymerization yield of 92.3 ± 2.0% mol R3HBA per mol PHB calculated after measuring 

R3HBA using an enzymatic assay specific for R3HBA and PHB quantification by GC after 
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propanolysis. Considering the short residence time in the second bioreactor and the lack of 

metabolic activity of A. lata DSM1123 at pH 4, this result suggests that the PhaZ and Hbd 

are active under nitrogen-limited conditions. An HPLC measurement of the culture 

supernatant of the first reactor indicates the presence of R3HBA at a concentration of 18 mg 

L⁻¹. These results confirm the low activity of phaZ in neutral pHs as described by Lee et 

al.,(1999), where 40 mg L⁻¹ of R3HBA titer was obtained at pH 7, the difference of amount 

obtained  in this work with Lee and co-workers may be related by an active Hbd at this pH. 

Lee et al., (1999) showed Hbd activity of 15.12 U mg⁻¹ protein at pH of 7 instead of 0 U mg⁻¹ 

at 4 pH. 

4.2. STUDY OF in-vivo PHB DEPOLYMERIZATION IN M. parvus 

The results presented in this section, were published in the following paper “Production of 

(R)-3-hydroxybutyric acid from methane by in vivo depolymerization of 

polyhydroxybutyrate in Methylocystis parvus OBBP” with DOI: 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.biortech.2022.127141 

4.2.1. Influence of the presence of nitrate, O₂ and pH on PHB depolymerization 

Figure 2 shows the CH₄ and O₂ consumption for the 48 hours depolymerization experiments 

performed with NMS (panels A and B) and NFMS (panels C and D) at pH 4, 7 and 11. 

Consumption of methane and oxygen was faster in the control experiment with NMS at pH 7 

compared to that in NFMS medium, an expected result considering that NMS allows for 

balanced growth. In the absence of oxygen at pH 7, methane consumption was negligible in 

NFMS medium and close to 10% in the NMS cultures. In this regard, Bordel et al. (2019) 

showed that M. parvus can use stored PHB as an energy source under anoxic conditions only 

when nitrate is available in the cultivation broth. The annotated genome of M. parvus 

contains the genes involved in nitrate reduction and revealed that denitrification is the only 

mechanism supporting the use of methane or PHB as an energy source in the absence of 

oxygen (Bordel et al., 2019). 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.biortech.2022.127141
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_________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________. CH₄ and O₂ consumption during PHB 

depolymerization in M. parvus cultivated in NMS (A, B) and NFMS (C, D) medium at pH 

4 (triangles), pH 11 (circles), pH 7 (squares) and w/o oxygen at pH 7 (diamonds). (E) 

R3HBA released at pHs 4, 11, 7 (w/ and w/o oxygen) in NMS (black bars) and NFMS (white 

bars) medium. 

 

Figure 2. CH₄ and O₂ consumption profile and R3HBA released at different 

depolymerization conditions in M. parvus 

 

 

On the other hand, neither methane nor oxygen consumption was recorded at pH 4 in NFMS 

medium. Similarly, at pH 11 the final consumption of CH₄ (37.41 ± 6.81 %) and the O₂ uptake 

(30.14 ± 4.65 %) were reduced compared to the control. In NMS, nitrate was consumed only 

in the control assays at pH 7 from the initial 130.1 mgN L⁻¹ (measured as total nitrogen) to 

47.8 ± 11.5 mgN L⁻¹ at the end of the 48 hours incubation period. Nitrate consumption at 

pHs 4 and 11 was lower than 2.6 mgN L⁻¹ during the same period and only 0.3 mgN L⁻¹ was 

consumed in the assay at pH 7 in the absence of oxygen. Therefore, no significant cell growth 

occurred except in the control (neutral pH). 
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Interestingly, extracellular R3HBA was only detected at pH 11 in both NMS and NFMS 

medium (Figure 2, panel E). At pH 11 in NMS, 80.6 ± 0.8 % of PHB was depolymerized and 

R3HBA secretion reached 205.8 ± 1.2 mg L⁻¹, a higher concentration compared with the 

assay in NFMS, where 25.7 ± 7.9 % of PHB was depolymerized and a R3HBA titer of 

60.1 ± 12.9 mg L⁻¹ was measured after 48 h. The mechanisms by which nitrogen influences 

the depolymerization extent and rate seem to be related in other bacteria species to the 

alleviation of the stringent response. In the amino acid starved cells, the alarmone ppGpp 

accumulates and destabilizes the RNA polymerase σ70, resulting in an induction of genes 

under the control of alternative sigma σ factors, such as σ54 (Brigham et al., 2012). ppGpp 

has also been implicated in the inhibition of translation (Irving et al., 2021). In 

C. necator H16, PHB mobilization occurs in the absence of the alarmone ppGpp, which in 

turn requires the presence of a source of nitrogen (Juengert et al., 2017). As further evidence 

of this mechanism, the genome of M. parvus OBBP contains the necessary bifunctional 

(p)ppGpp synthetase/hydrolase (WP_016921527.1) required for the synthesis and 

degradation of ppGpp. 

PHB depolymerization at pH 4 and pH 7 (with or without O₂) in NMS produced extracellular 

R3HBA titers of 5.42 ± 0.67 mg L⁻¹, 4.83 ± 0.37 mg L⁻¹ and 4.01 ± 0.15 mg L⁻¹, respectively. 

Similarly, extracellular R3HBA concentrations of 4.68 ± 0.37 mg L⁻¹, 6.17 ± 0.22 mg L⁻¹ and 

5.50 ± 0.15 mg L⁻¹ were measured after 48 hours in NFMS at pH 4 and pH 7 with or without 

oxygen, respectively. The final pH of the culture broth in the assays initially adjusted to pH 

11 in NMS and NFMS media decreased to 8.28 and 6.23, respectively, confirming the 

secretion of the acidic R3HBA. No significant changes in pH were measured in the rest of 

the experiments, which agreed with the limited R3HBA release. The estimated 𝑌𝑅3𝐻𝐵𝐴 are 

31.5 ± 0.08 % and 28.9 ± 0.91 %, which equates to a PHB to R3HBA conversion of 

25.4 ± 0.03 % and 7.4 ± 2.1 %, for the experiments at initial pH of 11 in NMS and NFMS 

respectively. 

The in-vivo depolymerization of the intracellularly accumulated PHAs to hydroxy acids has 

been reported in several bacterial strains. For instance, the depolymerization process in 

A. lata was carried out in water without shaking to minimize oxygen transfer, at 37 °C and 
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pH 4 and achieved a depolymerization efficiency of 96% of the initial PHB to R3HBA in 

only 30 min (Lee et al., 1999). These authors also evaluated PHB depolymerization in 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 (DSM 1707), Pseudomonas oleovorans (ATCC 29347) and 

Cupriavidus necator (NCIMB 11599) at pH values below 7 (Lee et al., 1999). The PHA to 

hydroxy acids conversion was 20 % for C. necator and less than 10 % for Pseudomonas 

species (Lee et al., 1999). 

The conversion of PHA to hydroxy acids in Pseudomonas putida GPo1 was improved by 

changing the depolymerization conditions to an alkaline medium. This strain excreted R3HO 

and R3HHx at pH 11 in citrate buffer for 6 hours with a PHA degradation efficiency and 

monomer production yields above 90 % (w/w) (Ren et al., 2005). Ruth et al. (2007) 

engineered a depolymerization strategy at pH 10 in P. putida GPo1 under continuous mode 

with a production of R3HO, R3HHx, (R)-3-hydroxy-10-undecenoic acid, (R)-3-hydroxy-8-

nonenoic acid, (R)-3-hydroxy-6-heptenoic acid, (R)-3-hydroxyundecanoic acid, (R)-3-

hydroxynonanoic acid and (R)-3-hydroxyheptanoic acid. The study herein presented 

confirmed the key role of high pH on PHA depolymerization, which is a common feature in 

Pseudomonas species. Hence, P. putida GPo1 released 3-hydroxyoctanoic acid and 3-

hydroxyhexanoic acid from intracellular PHA at pH 11 with conversions of 76 % 

(0.356 g L⁻¹) and 21% (0.015 g L⁻¹) in 6 hours, respectively (Ren et al., 2005). Similarly, 

P. putida Bet001 can depolymerize PHAs up to 98 % in 0.2 Tris-HCl buffer at pH 9.1 within 

48 hours (Anis et al., 2018). In Type II methanotrophs, the production of hydroxy acids has 

only been described in a genetically engineered Methylosinus trichosporum OB3b strain able 

to synthesize (R)-4-hydroxybutyrate acid (R4HBA) from CH₄ via the tricarboxylic acid cycle 

(TCA cycle) and the overexpression phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase (Ppc), isocitrate 

dehydrogenase (Icd) and 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase (SucAB). The highest 4-

hydroxybutyrate titer obtained was 10.5 mg L⁻¹ after 6 culture days (Nguyen et al., 2021). 

PHB synthesis and degradation in methanotrophic bacteria seem to be similar to the 

metabolic processes carried out by most heterotrophic PHB producers (Vecherskaya et al., 

2001). However, there is a limited understanding of the mechanisms that control the 

intracellular PHB depolymerization and the formation of its monomer acids such as R3HBA 
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_________________________________________________________________________

________________________________.. MmO, methane monooxygenase; MdH, methanol 

dehydrogenase; FadH, formaldehyde dehydrogenase; FdH, formate dehydrogenase; MtdA, 

methylene tetrahydromethanopterin dehydrogenase; PhaB, acetoacetyl-CoA reductase; Crt, 

3-hydroxybutyryl-CoA dehydratase; Ccr, crotonyl-CoA carboxylase/reductase; MclA, 

malyl-CoA lyase; Bcd, butyryl-CoA dehydrogenase. 

and crotonic acid in Type II methanotrophs. Vecherskaya et al. (2001) demonstrated how 

products from the anaerobic fermentation of PHB in methanotrophs can be bioconverted in 

R3HBA, butyrate, acetate, succinate, and other reduced compounds. Figure 3 shows the 

pathways of PHB depolymerization and formation of different metabolites in 

M. parvus OBBP based on a genome-scale metabolic model (Bordel et al., 2019) that has 

been recently reported. This model shows the fluxes of the PHB degradation from crotonyl-

CoA to methylmalyl-CoA, which is dissociated into glyoxylate and propionyl-CoA. The 

glyoxylate originated from methylmalyl-CoA is incorporated into the serine cycle and the 

propionyl-CoA is carboxylated into succinyl-CoA by the ethylmalonyl-CoA cycle (EMC) 

and then incorporated into the TCA cycle (Bordel et al., 2019). Another parallel pathway 

involves the enzymatic conversion of crotonyl-CoA to butyryl-CoA and finally to butyrate 

(Vecherskaya et al., 2001). 

 

Figure 3. Schematic metabolic pathways involved in the polymerization and 

depolymerization of PHB in M. parvus 
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___________._____________________________________________________________

____.... PHB accumulated cells cultured in NMS medium with (black bars) or without (white 

bars) CH₄ for 48 h at 37°C. 

4.2.2. Optimization of pH during depolymerization 

The results showed in Figure 4 indicate that PHB depolymerization at pH 11 in NMS was 

superior to the result obtained at low pHs in NFMS. However, these results do not clarify if 

pHs closer to 11 could result in higher R3HBA titers, if pH control could improve R3HBA 

yields or if methane plays a role in the depolymerization of PHB. In this context, M. parvus 

cells containing 18.1 % of PHB were resuspended in NMS medium at 1.32 ± 0.02 gTSS L⁻¹ 

and depolymerization was assessed at pHs of 10, 11 and 12 as above described. Unlike 

previous experiments, the pH of the cultivation broth was periodically monitored and 

controlled with NaOH during the course of the depolymerization. 

 

Figure 4. R3HBA released at pH 10, 11 and 12 in presence or absence of CH₄ in M. 

parvus 

 

M. parvus cells rapidly released R3HBA in the pH range of 10-12 following pH adjustment. 

Thus, the final extracellular monomer concentration reached 146.6 ± 3.11 mg L⁻¹ and 

108.2 ± 0.66 mg L⁻¹ with or without methane at pH 10 (Figure 4). On the other hand, the 

influence of methane was negligible at pH 11 and pH 12, reaching a PHB depolymerization 

efficiency of 96.6 ± 2.22% and 92.9 ± 1.5%, respectively (corresponding to 204 ± 7.8 mg L⁻¹ 

and 208.4 ± 11.8 mg L⁻¹ of R3HBA) in the presence of CH₄. Similar PHB depolymerization 
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efficiencies of 98.2 ± 1.10% and 93.6 ± 1.33%, respectively (corresponding to 

194.3 ± 6.5 mg L⁻¹ and 187.4 ± 8.2 mg L⁻¹ of R3HBA) were recorded in the absence of CH₄ 

at the end of the experiment at pH 11 and 12, respectively. These data suggested that methane 

did not play a significant role on PHB depolymerization and that pHs beyond 11 exerted little 

influence on R3HBA release. Based on these results, pH 11 in NMS and in the absence of 

CH₄ was selected for further experiments. Under this condition, a PHB to R3HBA conversion 

of 68.0 ± 3.2 % was estimated. 

The fine-tuning of pH played a key role in R3HBA release and PHB depolymerization in 

other bacteria species. For instance, Ren et al. (2005) demonstrated that PHA 

depolymerization in Pseudomonas Gpo1 produced the highest titer of monomers (360 mg L⁻¹ 

of (R)-3-hydroxyoctanoic acid at an initial pH of 11, while a significantly smaller 

concentration of monomers (50 mg L⁻¹) was measured at pH 12. Similarly, depolymerization 

and R3HBA release in A. lata peaked at a pH of 4 with a PHB to R3HBA conversion of 96 % 

in 30 min and decreased to 31 % at a pH 5 (Lee et al., 1999). The production of R3HBA in-

vivo requires a concomitant high PHB depolymerization activity and a low enzymatic activity 

of Hbd (Jendrossek and Handrick, 2002). While intracellular depolymerases have an 

optimum pH range of 8-10 (Jendrossek; Handrick, 2002), Hbd activity is reported to be pH-

dependent, with an activity range of 5-10 and an optimal pH range of 7.5-8.5, decreasing 

abruptly above pH 10 (Mountassif et al., 2010; Takanashi & Saito, 2006). In this context, 

this study suggests that the PhaZ enzyme, responsible of the depolymerization of PHB 

towards R3HBA, of M. parvus exhibits a high activity at pH 11. 

4.2.3. Influence of temperature on the kinetic of PHB depolymerization 

Since the optimal temperature for both growth and PHB accumulation in M. parvus is 30 °C 

and no growth occurs at temperatures greater than 40 °C (Soni et al., 1998), the kinetics of 

PHB depolymerization and R3HBA released were investigated at 25 and 35 °C, and pH 11 

(manually adjusted to compensate for the R3HBA release). The R3HBA titers quantified at 

25 and 35 °C were 240 ± 3.81 mg L⁻¹ and 282 ± 20.04 mg L⁻¹, respectively, after 3 hours of 

depolymerization in a cell suspension with an initial PHB concentration of 1.86 ± 0.006 g L⁻¹. 
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________________________________________________________________

______..... Concentrations of biomass (A) and CH₄ (circles), O₂ (triangles) and 

CO₂ (square) (B) during the viability assays of M. parvus cells previously 

subjected to a 3 h depolymerization phase at pH 11. Filled and empty symbols 

correspond to the experiments carried out in NMS and NFMS media, respectively. 

The R3HBA production rates of initial PHB were 48.6 ± 6.0 mg R3HBA mg PHBi⁻¹ h⁻¹ at 

25 °C and 52.7 ± 2.3 mg R3HBA mgPHBi⁻¹ h⁻¹ at 35 °C, while PHB depolymerization 

reached 16.5% (𝑌𝑅3𝐻𝐵𝐴=64.5%) and 24.8% (𝑌𝑅3𝐻𝐵𝐴=50.5%) at 25 and 35 °C, respectively. 

These results were similar to those obtained by Lee et al. (1999) during the depolymerization 

of PHB accumulated in A. lata at 30, 37 and 45 °C. A moderate increase in R3HBA 

production rate was found when the temperature increased from 30 to 37 °C, while PHB 

depolymerization suddenly stopped at 45 °C likely due to enzymatic denaturation. Since 

R3HBA production rate slightly increased with temperature, but R3HBA yields severely 

decreased, the following experiments were performed at 30 °C. 

After 3 hours at 25 °C and pH 10.8, cells were harvested and cultured in NMS (to assess cell 

growth) and NFMS (to assess PHB accumulation) media in the presence of CH₄ to analyze 

the viability of the cells post-depolymerization. 

 

Figure 5. Time course of biomass and CH₄, O₂ and CO₂ in viability assay of 

M. parvus 

 

 

Cells incubated in NMS medium started to consume methane and oxygen by day 4, these 

gases fully being depleted after 16 days (Figure 5, panel A). Biomass concentration increased 
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_________________________________________________________________

________________.. Timeline of the R3HBA release at different aeration 

conditions (A), depolymerization (grey bars) and R3HBA yields (blue bars) (B). 

from 170 mg L⁻¹ to 295 mg L⁻¹ (Figure 5, panel B). However, the µ of post-depolymerization 

cells was 0.058 h⁻¹, which has lower than the µ= 0.107 h⁻¹ reported for fresh M. parvus 

cultures (Bordel et al., 2019). On the other hand, the culture incubated in NFMS medium 

experienced cell death during the cell viability experiment, presumably due to nitrogen 

limitation. 

4.2.4. Influence of the aeration rate and R3HBA exogenous on PHB depolymerization 

To assess the effect of oxygen availability on PHB depolymerization in M. parvus, three tests 

with different liquid to air surface ratios in E-flasks were carried out at a constant pH of 11. 

Figure 6 panel A, shows the kinetics of R3HBA release for the 72 hours experiment and the 

depolymerization, crotonic acid and R3HBA yields in Figure 6 panel B. 

 

Figure 6.  Influence of the oxygen mass transfer rate on the kinetics of R3HBA 

release in M. parvus 

 

The final R3HBA concentration was similar regardless of the O₂ supply, while the largest 

differences were obtained for the R3HBA yield. Indeed, the lowest R3HBA yield 

(73.6 ± 4.9 %) occurred under the condition restricting O₂ mass transfer (100 mL of broth in 

a 100 mL E-flask) while under less restrictive O₂ supply rates, R3HBA yields reached 

84.3 ± 1.0 % and 83.7 ± 2.8 % at 50 mL/100 mL and 50 mL/250 mL filling ratios, 

respectively. In terms of PHB to R3HBA conversion, these values correspond to 91.5 ± 0.1 % 
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_____________________________________________________________________

___________.___.  Supernant of samples culture taken after 72 h of depolymerization 

at pH 11in NMS medium. 

and 89.7 ± 2.7 %, respectively. Literature suggests that the oxygen content during the 

depolymerization process could influence the fate of the monomers produced in rather 

unpredictable manners. In this regard, the PHB accumulated with glycerol as substrate can 

be depolymerized to R3HBA in Halomonas sp. KM-1 under microaerobic conditions (25 mL 

of broth in 200 mL E-flasks agitated at 50 rpm) in the presence of a nitrogen source. Indeed, 

15.2 g L⁻¹ of R3HBA were produced in 66 hours with a 76.6% PHB to R3HBA conversion 

under these conditions (Kawata et al., 2012). On the other hand, Halomonas sp. OITC1261 

behaves differently despite its taxonomic closeness with Halomonas sp. KM-1, synthesizing 

R3HBA concomitantly with PHB under aerobic conditions without extra nitrogen 

supplementation (Yokaryo et al., 2017). 

 

Figure 7. HPLC chromatograms of depolymerization assays at different filling 

ratios in E-flasks 

 

HPLC analysis (Figure 7) of the depolymerization broth at 72 hours showed that citric acid 

(ranging between 1 and 3 mg L⁻¹ depending on the O₂ supply rate), malate (20-45 mg L⁻¹), 

succinate (5-20 mg L⁻¹) and crotonate (less than 0.2 mg L⁻¹) were present along with R3HBA 

and two unidentified compounds at 18.5 and 19.5 min in the incubation broth drawn after 

72 hours of depolymerization assay. In addition, a peak at 14.6 min was resolved, presumably 

corresponding to R3HBA dimers based on previous reports (Lu et al., 2014). 

The oxygen consumption during the PHB depolymerization process at pH 11 (Figure 2, 

panel B) and the fact that the yield of R3HBA decreased as the supply of oxygen decreased 
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___________________________________________________________________.  Time 

course of R3HBA concentration at 0 (square), 120 (circle), 330 (triangle) and 650 (diamond) 

mg L⁻¹ of initial R3HBA (A), net release (bars) and initial production rate of R3HBA 

(scatter plot) (B) and R3HBA yield (blue bars), depolymerization yield (gray bars) and 

crotonic acid yields (scatter plot) (C) at pH 11 and NMS medium in M. parvus after 72 h. 

below a certain threshold, suggests that part of the electrons released from the conversion of 

the depolymerized PHB towards acetyl-CoA are aerobically oxidized for the provision of 

maintenance energy. This follows from the subsequent findings: (i) the production of 

acetoacetate from R3HBA produces a molecule of NADH that could be used for ATP 

production if O₂ is available, (ii) a negligible nitrate consumption was measured at pH 11 

during the depolymerization experiment, thus growth can be disregarded, (iii) a limited 

supply of O₂, achieved by carrying out the depolymerization process in an almost filled E-

flask, decreased the R3HBA yield, suggesting that R3HBA was routed towards other 

metabolites to provide energy for maintenance. The latter finding can be considered as a less 

extreme version of the experiments by Vecherskaya et al. (2001) under anaerobic conditions, 

where products characteristics of a fermentative metabolism for energy production were 

obtained. 

On the other hand, R3HBA might act as an inhibitor of the enzymatic depolymerization 

activity. To test this hypothesis in M. parvus, depolymerization assays were carried out 

adding exogenous R3HBA before the onset of the depolymerization at concentrations 

ranging from 0 to 650 mg L⁻¹. The higher limit was higher than the R3HBA titers achieved 

in previous experiments, where values slightly above 200 mg L⁻¹ were found after 48 hours 

of depolymerization at pH 11 with or without methane. 

 

Figure 8. Influence of  R3HBA  exogenous in the R3HBA excretion in M. parvus 
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Figure 8 panel A shows the total R3HBA concentration during the 72 hours depolymerization 

experiment, while the net R3HBA released at the end of the experiment (72 h) is shown in 

Figure 8 panel B. No significant differences were found between R3HBA concentration 

released after 72 hours with no added R3HBA and any of the experiments with addition of 

exogenous R3HBA. Figure 8 panel B, also shows the specific initial rate of R3HBA release 

calculated during the first 6 hours. This parameter increased from 52.4 ± 1.8 mg of R3HBA 

per gram of initial PHB (PHBi) per hour in the absence of exogenous R3HBA to 

81.1 ± 8.0 mg g PHBi⁻¹h⁻¹ in the presence of 120 mg R3HBA L⁻¹. This increase could be 

related to impurities in the in-house produced R3HBA, although this was not further 

investigated. Additional increases in the initial R3HBA concentration led to a decrease in the 

specific initial rate of R3HBA release. Finally, Figure 8 panel C shows no differences on the 

depolymerization yield regardless of the initial R3HBA concentration. Interestingly, the 

𝑌𝑅3𝐻𝐵𝐴 was reduced at 330 and 650 mg L⁻¹ (65.8 ± 0 and 61.7 ± 4.40 %) compared to non 

R3HBA addition or to 120 mg R3HBA L⁻¹ added, while an increment of the crotonic acid 

yield to 0.78 ± 0.014 % was evidenced at the highest initial R3HBA concentration. 

Surprisingly, literature is scarce regarding the effect of R3HBA on the depolymerization 

kinetics, although R3HBA is the main reaction product. Scherer et al, (1999) found that an 

extracellular PHB depolymerase from Aspergillus fumigatus was reversibly inhibited by 

trimers of R3HBA, but no data was presented concerning inhibition by R3HBA. 

4.3. PLASMID CONSTRUCTION FOR tesB EXPRESSION IN C. necator H16 AND 

M. parvus 

The implementation of the TSS system in M. parvus was explored by the construction of an 

expression vector containing tesB. A synthetic operon including promoter. tesB and 

terminator cassette was amplified from a pUC57 plasmid and assembled in the pAWP89 

backbone resulting in pLY01 plasmid. Figure 9C1-C3 showed the bands of approximately 

1300 bp corresponding to the promoter, tesB and terminator cassette assembled in pLY01 

plasmid. Then, this was sequenced in order to confirm the correct construction of the plasmid. 

Figure 10 indicates the comparison between the main features in the designed pAWP89-tesB 
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__________________________________________________________

_____________________._____________________.. Samples from 

constructed plasmids in E. coli DH5α for visualization through agarose gel 

by electrophoresis at 90 V for 45 min and using a molecular size marker 

(MM) of 1 kb DNA AccuLadder from Bionner. The bands, C1-C3 are the 

cassette containing promoter, tesB and terminator gene amplified from 

pLY01 plasmid; the following lanes correspond to amplified products 

from pLY02 plasmid, C4-C6: tesB gene, C7-C9: terminator fragment. 

(Figure 10A) and the constructed and sequenced plasmid pLY01 (Figure 10B). Although 

tesB is present, the construction of the plasmid yield and unexpected result. The features 

displayed in pLY01 such as Ampᴿ and lac promoter did not correspond to the features of the 

backbone pAWP89 plasmid, suggesting that incorrect fragments of the pUC57 plasmid were 

assembled in pLY01 instead of the corresponding tesB cassette. The reasons of the 

inconsistent construction are unknown, consequently the application of TSS system in 

M. parvus was not possible. 

 

Figure 9. PCR product amplification of plasmids constructed for the 

expression of tesB in M. parvus and C. necator H16 

 

 

 

For the construction of vector carrying tesB gene for its expression in C. necator H16, the 

fragments tesB and terminator were amplified from pUC57 and pBAD24-sfGFPx2 plasmid 

and assembled through Gibson using the backbone plasmid pBBR1MCS2 (details in methods 

section), resulting in pLY02 plasmid. Then, the assembled plasmid was transferred to the 

chemocompetent E. coli DH5α and the confirmation of the insertion of tesB and terminators 

fragment is presented in Figure 9C4-C9. 

500 bp

MM C1 C2 C3

1000 bp

2000 bp
1600 bp

MM C4 C5 C6 MM MMC7 C8 C9
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____________________________________________________________._. Main features 

contained in the plasmids (A) pAWP89-tesB (6292 bp) and (B) pLY01 plasmid from Gibson 

assembly (6505 bp). Created by SnapGene® 6.1.1. 

 

Figure 10. Maps of the plasmid designed for tesB expression in M. parvus 

 

According to Figure 9, the lanes C4-C9 shows the amplified bands corresponding to tesb 

(Figure 9 C4-C6) and terminator (Figure 9 C7-C9) fragments with 900 bp and 450 bp, 

respectively. Thus, plasmid was sequenced in order to confirm the correct insertion of the 

fragments. Figure 11 revealed the main features obtained in the sequenced pLY02 plasmid 

(Figure 11B) in comparison to the designed pBBR1MCS2-tesB (Figure 11A). pLY02 had a 

total length of 6522 bp and contains the tesB and Ampᴿ gene, the last one not corresponding 

with the antibiotic resistance gene of pBBR1MCS2-tesB. The Ampᴿ gene is contained in 

pBAD24-sfGFPx2 and pUC57 plasmids, suggesting that the terminator fragment wasn’t 

assembled in the Gibson cocktail and remnants of pBAD24-sfGFPx2 or pUC57 plasmids 

were linked to the product plasmid, pLY02. Moreover, the origin replication site and protein 

replication fragment from pBBR1MCS-2-tesB backbone plasmid does not appear 

pLY01_tesb. Due these negative results, the application of TSS system in C. necator was not 

possible. 
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____________________________________.____________________________._. Main 

features contained in the plasmids (A) pBBR1MCS2-tesB (6381 bp) and (B) pLY02 from 

Gibson assembly (6522 bp). Created by SnapGene® 6.1.1. 

 

Figure 11. Maps of the plasmid designed for tesB expression in C. necator H16 

 

4.4. GENERATION OF MUTANT STRAINS OF C. necator VIA SUICIDE VECTOR 

pT18mobsacB 

Another way of studying the production of R3HBA can be through redirecting fluxes in the 

PHB metabolic pathway that allows the release of R3HBA without being converted into 

acetoacetate. Two mutant strains were constructed via suicide vector pT18mobsacB. The first 

strain was C. necator ∆phaC which is a mutant strain with a phaC knock out, the gene 

encoding for the only active PHA synthase in C. necator. This strain is unable to polymerize 

PHB. The second strain is C. necator ∆phaC ∆hbd, which is the same C. necator ∆phaC with 

the deletion of hbd gene encoding for the hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase, unable to 

polymerize PHB and to transform R3HBA into acetoacetate. 

The Figure 12 shows the amplification of phaC and hbd genes in the C. necator strains 

studied. The total length of phaC in C. necator H16 corresponds to 1770 pb (Figure 12A 

phaC lane 1), which have the same length with C. necator 541 because is a chemically 

induced mutant with G320A point mutation in phaC gene that cause a stop codon producing 

a truncated and non-functional PHA synthase (Raberg et al., 2014). Lanes 3 and 4 (Figure 
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_______________________________________________________________

_______________.______. The lanes positions (1) C. necator H16; (2) 

C. necator 541; (3) C. necator ∆phaC and (4) C. necator ∆phaC ∆hbd. The 

molecular size marker (MM) used is 1 kb DNA AccuLadder from Bionner. The 

left and right positions indicated the phaC or hbd gene amplified with the 

primers listed in materials section. Samples were analyzed by electrophoresis 

through a 1 % agarose gel and visualized by GelRed staining. (A). Schematic 

representation of the lengths of phaC (B) and hbd (C) fragments. 

12A phaC) correspond to C. necator ∆phaC and C. necator ∆phaC ∆hbd which showed a 

length of 1000 bp with a phaC null fragment (Figure 12B). This confirms the deletion of the 

phaC gene in these mutant strains. 

 

 

 

Figure 12. PCR colony amplification of phaC and hbd genes in wild type and 

mutant C. necator strains 

 

 

A null hbd mutant was successfully obtained. Figure 12 shows a band length of 1000 bp 

confirming the successful deletion of hbd in C. necator ∆phaC ∆hbd (Figure 12 hbd lane 4) 

in comparison with the band obtained for the wild type strain with 1852 pb (Figure 12 hbd 

lane 1). C. necator 541 and C. necator ∆phaC had a total band length of 1852 bp, which 

confirmed the conservation of the expression of hbd gene. 

 1       2      3      4                     MM            1      2       3      4             MMMM

phaC hbd
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__________________________________________________

____________.. The cultures were carried out in RE1 medium 

with 20 g L⁻¹ of fructose and 1.0 g L⁻¹ of ammonium sulphate 

at pH 7 and incubated at 30 °C for 48 h. 

4.4.1. Biomass, PHB and R3HBA production in C. necator and knockout mutant strains 

In order to elucidate the growth, fructose consumption and R3HBA production patterns, all 

strains were cultured at 30 °C for 48 hours in RE1 mineral medium with approximately 

20 g L⁻¹ fructose and 1.0 g L⁻¹ of ammonium sulphate. During the first 10 h, C. necator H16 

reached a total biomass concentration of 0.237 ± 0.024 g L⁻¹ and µ=0.21 h⁻¹ (Figure 13). The 

mutant, C. necator 541 grew faster than the wild type with a µ=0.25 h⁻¹, and reached lower 

cell concentration of 0.49 ± 0.014 g L⁻¹ (Figure 14, panel A). Similarly, the mutant strains 

C. necator ∆phaC and C. necator ∆phaC ∆hbd attained biomass concentration at 10 hours of 

culture equal to 0.252 ± 0.019 g L⁻¹ and 0.213 ± 0.003 g L⁻¹ with a specific growth rate of 

0.21 h⁻¹ and 0.20 h⁻¹, respectively (Figures 15-16, panel A). These results show that the 

maximum specific growth rate was not affected by the deletion of phaC and hbd. After 48 

hours of growth and PHB accumulation, important differences were found between the wild 

type and mutant strains PHB accumulation in cells occurred only C. necator H16 (80 %), 

whereas in the mutant PHB was null, confirming the successful gene knock out of phaC in 

these strains. 

 

Figure 13. Cell growth and fructose consumption in 

C. necator H16 

 

Figures 13-16 panel A, describes the continuous consumption of fructose. The highest final 

fructose consumption occurred for C. necator H16 (12.4 ± 0.040 g L⁻¹) followed by 

C. necator ∆phaC (9.00 ± 0.25 g L⁻¹), C. necator 541 (7.16 ± 0.39 g L⁻¹) and 
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___________________________________________________________

_________________..______________.. The cultures were carried out in 

RE1 medium with 20 g L⁻¹ of fructose and 1.0 g L⁻¹ of ammonium sulphate 

at pH 7 and incubated at 30 °C for 48 h. 

C. necator ∆phaC ∆hbd (6.32 ± 0.19 g L⁻¹). These results suggest that fructose was not the 

limiting nutrient and that the nitrogen source was totally consumed. The maximum biomass 

concentration free of PHB attained for all cultures in C. necator H16 (1.21 ± 0.02 g L⁻¹) is 

consistent with a complete consumption of the nitrogen source. 

 

Figure 14. Cell growth, fructose consumption, R3HBA and pyruvate 

production and yield in C. necator 541 

 

All mutant strains presented the first R3HBA peak production at 23 hours with 

0.748 ± 0.043 g L⁻¹, 0.492 ± 0.027 g L⁻¹, 0.115 ± 0.025 g L⁻¹ for C. necator 541, 

C. necator ∆phaC ∆hbd and C. necator ∆phaC, respectively (Figures 14-16, panel B). 

Interestingly, at the end of the culture, the R3HBA production of C. necator ∆phaC ∆hbd 

increased to 0.677 ± 0.050 g L⁻¹ with a carbon mole of R3HBA per carbon mole o fructose 

yield of 𝑌𝑅3𝐻𝐵𝐴/𝐹𝑟𝑢𝑐=12.5 %, whereas in C. necator 541 decreased to 0.233 ± 0.024 g L⁻¹ 

(𝑌𝑅3𝐻𝐵𝐴/𝐹𝑟𝑢𝑐=0.58 %) and in C. necator ∆phaC of 0.068 ± 0.013 g L⁻¹ 
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___________________________________________________________

_________________________._________.. The cultures were carried out 

in RE1 medium with 20 g L⁻¹ of fructose and 1.0 g L⁻¹ of ammonium 

sulphate at pH 7 and incubated at 30 °C for 48 h. 

(𝑌𝑅3𝐻𝐵𝐴/𝐹𝑟𝑢𝑐=1.13 %). No significant peaks were obtained for C. necator H16. The second 

confirmation of the successful hbd gene knock out for C. necator ∆phaC ∆hbd was evidenced 

by the reduced mobilization of R3HBA. 

 

Figure 15. Cell growth, fructose consumption, R3HBA and pyruvate 

production and yield in C. necator ∆phaC 

 

Shiraki et al. (2006) constructed a C. necator strain (H16_bhd1) capable of accumulating 

PHB but without Hbd activity by the deletion of hbd gene using suicide vector. After 60 hours 

of culture, both the wild type C. necator and the Δhbd accumulated nearly 50% PHB from 

2 % w/v of fructose. In this point, the culture was spiked with ammonium sulphate to yield 

5 g L⁻¹. Under aerobic conditions, a spike of R3HBA was produced with a maximum of 

10 mM (1 g L⁻¹) after 24 hours of depolymerization. The released R3HBA rapidly decreased 

by an unidentified mechanism. On the other hand, under anaerobic conditions in presence of 

ammonium sulphate, the R3HBA released by H16_bhd1 increased to 3.1 g L⁻¹., higher than 
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the titer achieved using the wild-type strain, which released 0.520 g L⁻¹. Unfortunately, these 

titers required a depolymerization time of 100 hours under anaerobic conditions. 

The strategy presented by Shiraki et al., (2006) relied on the depolymerization of the 

accumulated PHB. On the other hand, the C. necator ∆phaC and C. necator ∆phaC ∆hbd 

strains are unable to accumulate PHB but still release R3HBA, suggesting the presence of a 

native thioesterase enzyme that removes the CoA of R3HBA. A search in MetaCyc of 

thioesterase enzymes of C. necator resulted in 24 enzymes that were compared by protein 

BLAST analysis with E. coli’s Ycia enzyme sequence. The analysis showed that one enzyme 

in C. necator, WP_037025319.1 shows a percent identity of 44 % with Ycia. Probably this 

homologous thioesterase is related to the R3HBA release by removing a CoA when the PhaC 

are absent, but its mechanism and activation conditions are currently unknown. 

The extracellular concentration of pyruvate was measured during the cultivation. After 

23 hours of cultivation and when nitrogen was the limiting nutrient, pyruvate excretion of 

C. necator ∆phaC strain was 0.833 ± 0.014 g L⁻¹ (Figure 15, panel C) and 24 hours after this 

concentration increased by 2-fold up to 1.64 ± 0.033 g L⁻¹ (𝑌𝑃𝑦𝑟/𝐹𝑟𝑢𝑐=18.6 %). It was 

hypothesized that pyruvate during unbalanced conditions started to accumulate inside the cell 

by the blockage of PHB synthesis and then was excreted into extracellular medium. The 

effect of a truncated PHB pathway produce an accumulation of acetyl-CoA, acetoacetyl-CoA 

and R3HBA-CoA, where the release of pyruvate is a response of the inhibitory effect of 

acetyl-CoA on the activity of pyruvate dehydrogenase (Jung & Lee, 1997). This behavior is 

a general characteristic of PHB-negative mutant strains and it has been previously described 

that the pyruvate excretion pattern of the PHB-negative mutant strains is according to the 

PHB accumulation pattern in the wild type strain (Jung & Lee, 1997). However, when a 

nitrogen source is added, pyruvate is consumed (Cook & Schlegel, 1978). The maximum 

value at 23 h time for C. necator 541 and C. necator ∆phaC ∆hbd of 0.244 ± 0.035 g L⁻¹ 

(Figure 14, panel C), 0.576 ± 0.009 g L⁻¹ (Figure 16, panel C) and then decreased almost to 

zero both according to the yield pattern of the pyruvate. Probably, the pyruvate consumed 

directs to synthesis of several amino acids (Raberg et al., 2014). 
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____________________________________________________________

_______________________________________... The cultures were 

carried out in RE1 medium with 20 g L⁻¹ of fructose and 1.0 g L⁻¹ of 

ammonium sulfate at pH 7 and incubated at 30 °C for 48 h. 

 

Figure 16. Cell growth, fructose consumption, R3HBA and pyruvate 

production and yield in C. necator ∆phaC ∆hbd 

 

Finally, an experiment for confirming the influence of nitrogen and different pHs on the PHB 

depolymerization and R3HBA release in C. necator H16 was assayed. Figure 17 shows an 

assay for the R3HBA production in presence of a nitrogen source. C. necator H16 cells 

containing 80 % (8.92 ± 0.19 g L⁻¹) of PHB were washed and cultured in RE1 medium 

without fructose at 30 °C and, 250 rpm for 24 hours and subjected to pHs of 4, 7 and 10. The 

PHB concentration decreased under all pHs conditions. While at pH 4 and 7, similar PHB 

titer was found (4.69 ± 0.40 g L⁻¹, 3.99 ± 0.39 g L⁻¹), at pH 10 the PHB titer was reduced to 

2.64 ± 0.44 g L⁻¹ with a R3HBA concentration of title of 10 mg L⁻¹ and a final pH of 8. At 

the initial pHs of 4 and 7, no R3HBA could be detected, suggesting that PHB was mobilized 

and used for growth and maintenance due to the presence of a nitrogen source and the 

constant aeration by the agitation. (Handrick et al, 2000). 
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________________________________________________________

_______________________________... PHB accumulated cells of 

C. necator H16 were resuspended in RE1 medium w/o fructose at 4, 7, 

10 pHs and incubated at 30 °C, 250 rpm for 24 h. 

 

Figure 17. Influence of pHs conditions in PHB depolymerization 

and R3HBA release in C. necator H16 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

The results obtained in this work demonstrated the feasibility of R3HBA production by 

reducing or eliminating the fluxes of the reactions consuming R3HBA via operational 

manipulation as described in M. parvus and A. lata or via gene knock outs in C. necator. 

A. lata DSM 1123 is a gram-negative facultative autotroph, with a growth associated PHB 

production. A complete characterization of this strain under chemostat cultures was 

undertaking in this thesis. Results showed that a significant PHB accumulation occurred 

under nitrogen, oxygen and especially in glucose-limited conditions. Dilution rates higher 

than 0.2 h⁻¹ under glucose-limited chemostat resulted in an overflow of PHB. This suggests 

a counterintuitive PHB accumulation under glucose-limited conditions when only biomass 

production should be affected as seen in other bacteria (Ackermann & Babel, 1997; Page & 

Knosp, 1989). On other hand, in vivo PHB depolymerization was possible with a R3HBA 

yield of 93.4% at pH 4, but cell recycling was not feasible after incubation at acidic pH. The 

successful depolymerization in a two stage chemostat (a polymerization reactor followed by 

depolymerization tank) suggests that the genes PhaZ and Hbd are active under nitrogen-

limited conditions. 

R3HBA can be obtained in the supernatant from PHB accumulated cells of M. parvus using 

CH₄ as the sole carbon and energy source. The process, which involves the in-vivo 

depolymerization of PHB (PDS system) mediated by intracellular enzymes of M. parvus, 

attained a PHB to R3HBA conversion of 77.2 ± 0.9% after 72 hours of depolymerization at 

pH 11 in a mineral medium containing nitrate under aerobic conditions. The reduction of O₂ 

supply affected negatively the R3HBA yield, reducing it to 73% under microaerobic 

conditions. Similarly, increasing concentrations of exogenous R3HBA added to the broth at 

the beginning of the depolymerization process hindered the initial R3HBA release rate and 

the R3HBA yield, but not the PHB depolymerization yield. Finally, cells exposed to a 

reduced depolymerization time of 3 hours at pH 11 were able to grow in the presence of 

nitrogen and CH₄. However, the long times required at pH 11 for full PHB depolymerization 

(up to 72 h) limit the applicability of cell recycling. 
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The implementation of PDS system in C. necator was studied through the construction of 

two mutants: C. necator ∆phaC and C. necator ∆phaC ∆hbd. No accumulation of PHB was 

recorded. A maximum R3HBA titer of 0.145 ± 0.015 g L⁻¹ was reached out in C. necator 

∆phaC at 28 hours whereas for C. necator ∆phaC ∆hbd a R3HBA titer of 0.677 ± 0.05 g L⁻¹ 

at 48 hours was observed, as expected by the hbd deletion. Interestingly, the truncated 

pathway of PHB synthesis provided an insight into the cell's metabolic situation: cells 

released R3HBA, exposed to a significant titer of pyruvate (as high as 1.63 ± 0.03 g L⁻¹ in 

the strain C. necator ∆phaC), which was likely caused by the inhibitory effect of acetyl-CoA 

on the activity of pyruvate dehydrogenase (Jung & Lee, 1997). 

C. necator ∆phaC, C. necator ∆phaC ∆hbd and C. necator 541 attained a peak R3HBA titer 

at 24 hours of culture, which was then completely consumed except in C. necator ∆phaC 

∆hbd that R3HBA was not converted into acetoacetate. These results suggest that a native 

thioesterase of C. necator may play a role in the release of R3HBA by removing CoA from 

R3HBA-CoA. A protein homology on the genome of C. necator showed an enzyme encoded 

as WP_037025319.1 with a percent identity of 44 % in comparison with Ycia that may trigger 

R3HBA release. 

The implementation of TSS system through of tesB via expression vector was not possible 

by inconsistencies in the assembly of the fragments in the constructed plasmids pLY01 and 

pLY02. These plasmids contained the tesB gene but showed other features as antibiotic 

resistance, an incomplete promoter fragment, and the origin replication site that were not 

suitable for the transformation in C. necator and M. parvus. 

5.1. Future directions 

A. lata showed an overflown metabolism that led to PHB accumulation under glucose 

conditions but it is necessary to identify the possible internal bottlenecks in fluxes of the 

central metabolism. 
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To further understand the effects of high R3HBA concentrations on the depolymerization 

kinetics in M. parvus, future work will include depolymerization experiments carried out at 

high initial PHB concentrations. Indeed, PHB concentrations between 1-100 g L⁻¹ could be 

attained through biomass concentration using centrifugation to test the possibility of 

achieving high R3HBA titers without sacrificing yield or increasing the depolymerization 

time. 

A first approach for the implementation of TSS in M. parvus will consider the elimination of 

fluxes involved in the reactions that consume R3HBA using genetic strategies via gene knock 

outs and could be complemented by the expression of tesB and ycia genes. 

This work showed the R3HBA release in C. necator mutants with truncated PHB pathway 

synthesis, which suggests the existence of a native thioesterase that may act by removing the 

CoA of R3HBA-CoA. A natural next step should be addressing the knockout and the 

overexpression of this enzyme in C. necator ∆phaC and C. necator ∆phaC ∆hbd to 

investigate its physiological role and its biotechnological potential. 
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______________________________________________________________________

___________.. Correlation of the specific absorbance (600 nm) and cell concentration in 

RE1 medium at different dilution factors. (A) C. necator H16; (B) C. necator 541; (C) 

C. necator ∆phaC and (D) C. necator ∆phaC ∆hbd. 

APPENDICES 

APPENDIX I. RAW DATA AND CALIBRATION CURVES 

Table I-1. Acids concentration in nutrient limitation chemostats in A. lata by HPLC 

Nutrient D Citric Malic Succinic Pyruvic R3HBA 

limited [h⁻¹] [mM in broth] [mM in broth] [mM in broth] [mM in broth] [mM in broth] 

O₂ 

0.05 0.18 0.32 0.57 0.01 0.01 

0.05 0.15 0.28 1.83 0.02 0.88 

0.10 0.38 1.61 4.75 0.01 0.01 

0.20 0.73 0.98 7.86 0.01 0.01 

Gluc 

0.05 0.08 0.58 1.24 0.00 0.33 

0.05 0.03 0.25 0.60 0.03 0.00 

0.10 0.03 0.24 0.53 0.01 0.01 

0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 

0.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.22 0.01 

N 

0.05 0.10 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.22 

0.10 0.34 1.56 10.65 0.01 0.01 

0.20 0.51 2.02 3.43 0.00 0.01 

0.20 0.00 1.14 5.26 0.01 0.22 

 

 

Figure I-1. Calibration curves of absorbance and C. necator derived mutants 

   concentration 
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APPENDIX II. PRIMERS AND GENES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF tesB 

EXPRESSION VECTOR 

Table II-1. Primers used for the expression of tesB in M. parvus and C. necator H16 

Primers Sequence 5’- 3’ Plasmid 

tesb_parvus_F GAAACAGCTataaacgacgattggcgtattttttgatg pAWP89_tesb 

tesb_parvus_F CCCGACAACTAttatcttgtgcaatgccatggtttattg pAWP89_tesb 

vector_p89_F 
cacaagataaTAGTTGTCGGGAAGATGCGTGAT

CTGA 
pAWP89_tesb 

vector_p89_R 
cgtcgtttatAGCTGTTTCCTGTGTGAATACCTC

C 
pAWP89_tesb 

tesb_pbbr1_FOR 

ACAAAAGCTGATGAGTCAGAAAGGAGGA

CAACCATGAGTCAGGCGCTAAAAAATTTA

CTGAC 

pBBR1MCS2_

tesb 

tesb_pbbr1_REV 
TCTAGACCTTCCTTCCTTAATTGTGATTAC

GCATCACC 

pBBR1MCS2_

tesb 

T1T2_FOR 
ATTAAGGAAGGAAGGTCTAGAGTCGACCT

GCAG 

pBBR1MCS2_

tesb 

T1T2_REV 
GCGAATTGCGCAAAAAAAAAAGGCCATCC

GTCAGGATGG 

pBBR1MCS2_

tesb 

vector.for 
CTGACTCATCAGCTTTTGTTCCCTTTAGTG

AGGG 

pBBR1MCS2_

tesb 

vector.rev 
TTTTTGCGCAATTCGCCCTATAGTGAGTCG

TAT 

pBBR1MCS2_

tesb 

 

II-1. Sequences synthetized ordered for the expression of tesB in M. parvus or C. necator H16 

tesB gene from E. coli K12 (without codon optimization) 

5’−ATGAGTCAGGCGCTAAAAAATTTACTGACATTGTTAAATCTGGAAAAAATT

GAGGAAGGACTCTTTCGCGGCCAGAGTGAAGATTTAGGTTTACGCCAGGTGTT

TGGCGGCCAGGTCGTGGGTCAGGCCTTGTATGCTGCAAAAGAGACCGTCCCTG

AAGAGCGGCTGGTACATTCGTTTCACAGCTACTTTCTTCGCCCTGGCGATAGTA

AGAAGCCGATTATTTATGATGTCGAAACGCTGCGTGACGGTAACAGCTTCAGC

GCCCGCCGGGTTGCTGCTATTCAAAACGGCAAACCGATTTTTTATATGACTGCC
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TCTTTCCAGGCACCAGAAGCGGGTTTCGAACATCAAAAAACAATGCCGTCCGC

GCCAGCGCCTGATGGCCTCCCTTCGGAAACGCAAATCGCCCAATCGCTGGCGC

ACCTGCTGCCGCCAGTGCTGAAAGATAAATTCATCTGCGATCGTCCGCTGGAA

GTCCGTCCGGTGGAGTTTCATAACCCACTGAAAGGTCACGTCGCAGAACCACA

TCGTCAGGTGTGGATCCGCGCAAATGGTAGCGTGCCGGATGACCTGCGCGTTC

ATCAGTATCTGCTCGGTTACGCTTCTGATCTTAACTTCCTGCCGGTAGCTCTACA

GCCGCACGGCATCGGTTTTCTCGAACCGGGGATTCAGATTGCCACCATTGACCA

TTCCATGTGGTTCCATCGCCCGTTTAATTTGAATGAATGGCTGCTGTATAGCGT

GGAGAGCACCTCGGCGTCCAGCGCACGTGGCTTTGTGCGCGGTGAGTTTTATAC

CCAAGACGGCGTACTGGTTGCCTCGACCGTTCAGGAAGGGGTGATGCGTAATC

ACAATTAA−3’ 

Promoter gene extracted from GenBank accession number AJTV00000000 

5’−ATAAACGACGATTGGCGTATTTTTTGATGGTTGTCGGTTTCTTCTCGGTCGCC

ATACGCCTGACAGTGCTCCCCTCGCCGCTCGGGCAGCCTAAAAAAAGGTCAAG

CCCAGCCGATTGACGATAGACGCATTTTGGCGCCTGCGGCAATATTTTCCTTGG

CGAAGCCTTTCGCTCCCCCCCAATTCCGTGCAAAACGGGCCGCGGCTTGACGA

ACGCAAGCGCGAAATGCTCAACCACATCCGCCCCGGCCGGGCGCTGAGGGCCT

CGAGAGCTCGACCATCTTTAAAAGGGAGACAGAT−3’ 

Terminator gene extracted from GenBank accession number AJTV00000000 

5’−GGAAGGCGCGGGCATCGCTTTTTCTATAAATCATCCGGCCATTTTTGAGCAA

TAAA−3’ 
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Production of (R)-3-hydroxybutyric acid from methane by in vivo 
depolymerization of polyhydroxybutyrate in Methylocystis parvus OBBP 
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H I G H L I G H T S  G R A P H I C A L  A B S T R A C T  

• PHB accumulated in M. parvus was 
depolymerized under alkaline 
conditions. 

• The depolymerization produced (R)-3- 
hydroxybutyrate with a 77% 
conversion. 

• The presence of a nitrogen source pro-
moted depolymerization and monomer 
release. 

• Low O2 supply rates and high monomers 
concentration reduced PHB 
depolymerization.  

A R T I C L E  I N F O   

Keywords: 
(R)-3-hydroxybutyrate 
Chiral compounds 
Greenhouse gas valorization 
Methanotrophic bacteria 
Polyhydroxybutyrate 

A B S T R A C T   

Methylocystis parvus OBBP accumulates polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB) using methane as the sole carbon and energy 
source. In this work, the feasibility of producing (R)-3-hydroxybutyric acid (R3HBA) via intracellularly accu-
mulated PHB through depolymerization (in-vivo) was investigated. Results showed that a PHB to R3HBA con-
version of 77.2 ± 0.9% (R3HBA titer of 0.153 ± 0.002 g L-1) can be attained in a mineral medium containing 1 g 
L-1 KNO3 at 30 ◦C with shaking at 200 rpm and a constant pH of 11 for 72 h. Nitrogen deprivation and neutral or 
acidic pHs strongly reduced the excreted R3HBA concentration. Reduced oxygen availability negatively affected 
the R3HBA yield, which decreased to 73.6 ± 4.9% (titer of 0.139 ± 0.01 g L-1) under microaerobic conditions. 
Likewise, the presence of increasing concentrations of R3HBA in the medium before the onset of PHB depoly-
merization reduced the initial R3HBA release rate and R3HBA yield.   

1. Introduction 

Methane (CH4) is an inexpensive, colorless, odorless, and abundant 
gas that represents a widely available carbon and energy source. In 

2019, CH4 accounted for nearly 10 % of all U.S. anthropogenic green-
house gas emissions (Jackson et al., 2020). The largest CH4 sources 
included anthropogenic emissions from agriculture, waste and the 
extraction and use of fossil fuels (Kirschke et al., 2013; Saunois et al., 
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2016). The Global Methane Assessment report shows that decreasing 
methane emission by 45% during this decade would avoid 0.3 ◦C of 
global warning by 2045. Moreover, nearly a quarter-million premature 
deaths and 25 million tons of crop losses could be prevented annually 
(Ravishankara et al., 2021). CH4 emissions contribute to almost one- 
quarter of the cumulative radiative forcing of carbon dioxide (CO2), 
CH4 and nitrous oxide (N2O) combined since 1750 (Etminan et al., 
2016). Although the lifetime of CH4 in the atmosphere is much shorter 
than that of CO2, it absorbs thermal infrared radiation much more effi-
ciently. Indeed, CH4 exhibits a global warming potential 86 times 
stronger per unit of mass than CO2 on a 20-year timescale and approx-
imately 28 times more powerful on a 100-year time scale (Edenhofer, 
2014). Today, CH4 can be captured from landfills (38 Mt/year), waste-
water treatment (21 Mt/year), agriculture (11–30 Mt/year), biomass 
(10 Mt/year), and natural gas production (92 Mt/year) (Strong et al., 
2015). This methane can be valorized as an energy vector or as a feed-
stock for the biological production of products such as ectoine, bio-
polymers, and single cell proteins, among others (Jawaharraj et al., 
2020) or for the catalytic production of methanol (Latimer et al., 2018). 
In this context, CH4 represents a carbon and energy source for a group of 
gram-negative bacteria known as methanotrophs. These bacteria are 
classified according to the pathways used for the assimilation of the 
formaldehyde directly derived from CH4 into type I and type II meth-
anotrophs. Type I using the ribulose monophosphate pathway for 
formaldehyde assimilation, and type II methanotrophs using the serine 
pathway (Nguyen et al., 2021). Methylocystis parvus is a type II meth-
anotroph that shows a higher specific growth rate compared to other 
species of the Methylocystis genera (Bordel et al., 2019) and the ability to 
synthesize the biopolymer polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB) under nitrogen- 
limited conditions (Rostkowski et al., 2013). M. parvus has been re-
ported to accumulate more than 50% (Pieja et al., 2011; Wendlandt 
et al., 2001) of its dry weight as PHB, which renders it a suitable in-
dustrial biopolymer producer. 

In M. parvus, PHB synthesis starts with the condensation of two 
acetyl-CoA molecules, see Fig. 2A (Bordel et al., 2019). This pathway is 
conserved in many bacteria such as Ralstonia eutropha, Azohydromonas 
spp., Azotobacter spp., among others (McAdam et al., 2020), where 
acetyl-CoA molecules can be supplied from a wide range of carbon 
sources. These include simple sugars and organic acids (Sirohi et al., 
2020), food residues, and industrial by-products (Liu et al., 2021). 
Bacteria rely on PHB depolymerases (PhaZ), located intracellularly, to 
catabolize this stored reserve of carbon and energy (Müller-Santos et al., 
2021), yielding the monomer (R)-3-hydroxybutyric acid (R3HBA) and 
dimers (Jendrossek and Handrick, 2002). If conditions are permissive 
for growth, the released R3HBA will act as a source of carbon and energy 
(Donoso et al., 2011), starting with the conversion of R3HBA to ace-
toacetate by the NADH-dependent enzyme (R)-3-hydroxybutyrate de-
hydrogenase (Bdh) (Tokiwa and Ugwu, 2007). If environmental 
conditions do not support growth, or part of the R3HBA consumption 
pathway is blocked, the monomer is excreted to the media (Lee et al., 
1999). This strategy has been implemented in non-methanotrophic PHB 
producers to obtain R3HBA in the cultivation broth during PHB depo-
lymerization. While for Azohydromonas lata a pH of 4.0 produced the 
highest titer and yield of R3HBA, a pH of 9.2 was required for the 
liberation of hydroxyalkanoic acids from polyhydroxyalkanoates in 
Pseudomonas putida (Ruth et al., 2007). 

R3HBA is a chiral molecule that can be applied as a building block in 
the synthesis of fine chemicals and pharmaceutical products such as 
biopolymers, antibiotics (Ren et al., 2005), insecticides and fragrances 
(Matsuyama et al., 2001; Yañez et al., 2020). R3HBA and its derivatives 
have been also used as potential drugs. For example, the infusion of 
3RHBA improved ATP production in mitochondria and confers partial 
protection against neurodegenerative disease in a Parkinson mice model 
(Tieu et al., 2003). Outcomes of depression (Yamanashi et al., 2017), 
osteoporosis (Cao et al., 2014), Alzheimer (Zhang et al., 2013), and 
cardiovascular diseases (Nielsen et al., 2019) have been shown to 

improve using a 3HBA infusion. As a dietary supplement, the price of 
3HBA is within 130–160 USD/kg (Fruggo,” 2021). However, the con-
ventional synthesis, extraction and purification of R3HBA from PHB 
produced from sugar-based bacterial processes is nowadays expensive 
(Pérez-Rivero et al., 2019), which requires alternative PHB production 
pathways with streamlined downstream processes in order to enhance 
process economics. 

This work aims at determining the environmental conditions (pres-
ence or absence of carbon and nitrogen sources, pH, temperature) that 
lead to the production of R3HBA in the culture supernatant using the 
native PHB depolymerization pathway in M. parvus. The underlying 
hypothesis is that a combination of these variables would result in an 
active PHB depolymerase and an inactive or inhibited (R)-3-hydrox-
ybutyrate dehydrogenase, as previously shown for other gram negative 
bacteria (Lee et al., 1999; Ren et al., 2005, 2007; Ruth et al., 2007). 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Mineral salt medium 

Nitrate mineral salt (NMS) medium (pH 6.8) was composed of (g L-1): 
1.0 KNO3, 1.1 MgSO4⋅7H2O, 0.8 Na2HPO4⋅12H2O, 0.26 KH2PO4 and 0.2 
CaCl2⋅2H2O; and 1 mL of trace element solution (g L-1): 0.3 
Na2MoO4⋅2H2O, 0.3 Na2EDTA⋅2H2O, 1 CuSO4⋅5H2O, 0.5 FeSO4⋅7H2O, 
0.4 ZnSO4⋅7H2O, 0.03 CoCl2, 0.02 MnCl2⋅4H2O, 0.015 H3BO3, 0.01 
NiCl2⋅6H2O and 0.38 Fe-EDTA. Nitrate-free mineral salt (NFMS) me-
dium was identical to NMS medium except that potassium nitrate was 
omitted. The reagents were acquired from PanReac AppliChem (Spain), 
except KNO3, which was purchased from COFARCAS (Spain). 

2.2. Inocula preparation 

The methanotrophic strain Methylocystis parvus OBBP, kindly pro-
vided by Biopolis S.L. (Valencia, Spain), was inoculated (10% v/v) under 
sterile conditions in 125-mL crimp-sealed serum bottles containing 50 
mL of (NMS) medium. The headspace (75 mL) of the bottles was flushed 
under sterile conditions for 5 min with filtered oxygen (0.22 μm, Millex 
GP, Merck). Then, 25 mL of the oxygen headspace atmosphere was 
replaced with sterile methane, resulting in an O2:CH4 concentration 
ratio of 66.7:33.3% (v/v). The cultures were incubated at 30 ◦C and 230 
rpm in an orbital shaker (MaxQ 4000; Thermo Scientific, USA) for 5 
days, unless otherwise stated. The headspace atmosphere of the bottles 
was replaced 6 times upon CH4 depletion. 

Then, biomass was collected and transferred into 2.2 L serum bottles 
containing 0.4 L of NMS, crimp sealed under a O2:CH4 atmosphere of 
66.7%:33.3% until complete methane depletion (~10 days). The 
headspace atmosphere was obtained by flushing for 3 min a gas mixture 
as described above from a 100 L-Tedlar gas sampling bag (Sigma- 
Aldrich, USA). The cultures were grown at 25 ◦C (thermostated room) 
with an initial pH of 6.9 and magnetically stirred at 300 rpm (Poly 15 
Variomag, Thermo Fisher Scientific). 

When methane was depleted, the biomass was collected by centri-
fugation at 10000 rpm for 8 min (Sorvall Legend RT+; Thermo Scien-
tific, USA) and re-suspended into 0.4 L of NFMS medium to promote 
PHB accumulation for ~ 10 days under similar incubation conditions. 

2.3. Optimization of PHB depolymerization in M. Parvus 

Unless otherwise indicated, the experiments were performed batch 
wise using PHB containing biomass in 125 mL serum bottles (working 
volume of 45 mL) crimp sealed (three biological replicates). The bottles 
were incubated at 30 ◦C (except Test 3) and 230 rpm in an orbital 
shaker. 
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2.3.1. Test 1. Influence of the presence of nitrate and O2, and pH on PHB 
depolymerization 

The assays were performed with NMS and NFMS media at both pH 4 
and pH 11 in triplicate for 48 h. All cultures were inoculated with 10 mL 
of concentrated M. parvus culture previously grown in NFMS for 10 days 
(1.3 gTSS L-1 with 51,4% of PHB) and were incubated for two days under 
an O2:CH4 headspace (66.7%:33.3%) and a He:CH4 atmosphere 
(66.7%:33.3%). A control test at pH 7 under a O2:CH4 headspace 
(66.7%:33.3%) and NMS media was also carried out. Culture samples 
were collected periodically for the quantification of the R3HBA con-
centration. Total suspended solids (TSS), total nitrogen, PHAs, and pH 
were determined at the beginning and end of the experiment. 

2.3.2. Test 2. Optimization of pH during PHB depolymerization 
PHB depolymerization under an O2:CH4 atmosphere (66.7%:33.3%) 

was assessed in triplicate at pH 10, pH 11 and pH 12 with NMS medium 
as above described for 48 h. The pH of the cultures was monitored three 
times per day and manually adjusted using 5 M NaOH, while the con-
centration of extracellular R3HBA was quantified once per day. The 
biomass concentration (estimated as TSS) and PHB cells content were 
determined at the beginning and the end of the experiment. 

2.3.3. Test 3. Influence of temperature on the kinetic of PHB 
depolymerization 

PHB depolymerization at pH 11 on NMS medium was assessed in 
triplicate at 25 and 35 ◦C for 3 h using fresh M. parvus with a concen-
tration and PHB cell content of 4.17 gTSS L-1 and 44.7%. The determi-
nation of extracellular R3HBA concentration was conducted at 15, 30, 
60, 120 and 180 min. At the end of the experiment, cell viability was 
evaluated using the pellets obtained after centrifugation of the biomass 
from depolymerized cells. Cell viability tests were performed at 25 ◦C in 
2.2 L serum bottles with a working volume of 0.4 L of both NMS and 
NFMS medium. The bottles were capped with aluminum caps and 
chlorobutyl rubber stoppers under and O2:CH4 atmosphere 
(66.7:33.3%) and incubated as above described (section 2.2) until 
complete CH4 depletion. TSS, CH4, O2 and CO2 concentrations were 
periodically measured. 

2.3.4. Test 4. Influence of the initial R3HBA concentration and aeration 
rate on PHB depolymerization 

The influence of the oxygen mass transfer rate on PHB depolymer-
ization and R3HBA yield was investigated in Erlenmeyer flasks (E-flasks) 
incubated at 200 rpm and 30 ◦C in an orbital shaker for 72 h. The lowest 
oxygen mass transfer rate was achieved in 100 mL E-flasks containing 
100 mL of medium, while the highest oxygen transfer rate was reached 
in 250 mL E-flasks containing 50 mL of cultivation broth. An interme-
diate condition was tested in 100 mL E-flasks containing 50 mL of 
cultivation broth. The initial biomass concentration and PHB content of 
the cell suspension was 0.51 ± 0.005 gTSS L-1 and 31.9 ± 1.88% PHB, 
respectively. The experiments were conducted in duplicate. 

The potential inhibitory effect of extracellular R3HBA over PHB 
depolymerization was investigated using R3HBA produced in-house 
following the procedure described by Lee et al. (1999). Briefly, Azohy-
dromonas lata (DSM 1123, Leibniz Institute, Germany) was cultivated 
from a frozen stock culture in a nutrient agar plate. A single colony was 
picked and used to inoculate a 500 mL E-flask with 100 mL of AL1 
medium (Wang and Lee, 1997). This culture served as the inoculum for a 
batch bioreactor cultivation of this bacterium in a Labfors 5 bioreactor 
(Infors HT, Switzerland). The bioreactor was operated with 1 L of AL2 
medium containing an initial glucose concentration of 30 g L-1 and an 
initial ammonium sulfate concentration of 2 g L-1. Dissolved oxygen was 
maintained above 40% saturation by varying the stirring speed up to 
700 rpm at 1 vvm air. When necessary, pure oxygen was automatically 
mixed with the inlet air flow under a cascade control. After 24 h of 
cultivation, approximately 12.0 g L-1 of biomass were retrieved con-
taining a PHB cell content of 75%. Cells were collected by 

centrifugation, washed twice with distilled water, and resuspended in 
water at a concentration of approximately 120 gTSS L-1. PHB depoly-
merization was started by adjusting the pH to 4.0 with HCl and lasted for 
1 h. The pH was controlled at 4.0 using 2 M NaOH. Following the pu-
rification procedure outlined in Lee et al. (1999), a solution containing 
34.2 g L-1 of sodium (R)-3-hydroxybutyrate was obtained. HPLC analysis 
indicated that the solution contained trace levels of other unidentified 
compounds and crotonic acid. Finally, M. parvus cells containing PHB 
were washed and resuspended in NMS medium at pH 11 supplemented 
with R3HBA at concentrations of 0, 120, 330 and 650 mg L-1. Cell in-
cubation was performed in 100 mL E-flasks containing 50 mL of cell 
suspension with the corresponding R3HBA concentration at 30 ◦C and 
200 rpm in an orbital shaker. 

Culture samples were collected at 0, 3, 6, 48 and 72 h for R3HBA and 
crotonic acid quantification. The biomass and PHB cell content were 
monitored at the beginning and the end of experiments. 

2.4. PHB depolymerization and R3HBA yields calculation 

The PHB depolymerization percentage conversion (%) was calcu-
lated according to Eq. (1): 

CPHB = 100 ×
Xi

PHB − Xf
PHB

Xi
PHB

(1) 

The R3HBA molar yield was calculated as the ratio of the moles of 
R3HBA excreted and the moles of PHB consumed, considering that PHB 
hydrolysis consumes one mol of water per mol of R3HBA produced (Eq. 
(2)): 

YR3HBA = 100
(

104.10 − 18.01
104.10

)
Xf

R3HBA − Xi
R3HBA

Xi
PHB − Xf

PHB
(2) 

where Xi
PHB and Xf

PHB correspond to the initial and final PHB con-
centrations (g L-1), and Xi

3HBA and Xf
3HBA represent the initial and final 

concentrations of R3HBA (g L-1). A similar calculation was used for the 
crotonic acid yield (Ycrot). The conversion of PHB to R3HBA can be 
calculated as the product 0.01⋅YR3HBA⋅CPHB. 

Finally, the specific R3HBA release rate per gram of initial intracel-
lular PHB (qR3HBA) was calculated as follows. 

qR3HBA =
m

Xi
PHB

(3) 

Where m is the slope of the line whose independent and dependent 
variables are the depolymerization time and R3HBA concentration (in 
mg L-1), respectively. 

2.5. Analytical procedures 

CH4, CO2 and O2 gas concentrations were measured in gas a chro-
matograph coupled with a thermal conductivity detector (Bruker 430 
GC-TCD, Bruker Corporation, USA) following the method described by 
Estrada et al. (2014). The optical density of the cultures samples was 
measured by spectrophotometry at 600 nm (UV-2550, Shimadzu, 
Japan). TSS and pH were analyzed according to Rodríguez et al. (2020). 
PHB was quantified via gas chromatography-mass spectrometry 
(GC–MS) (Rodríguez et al., 2020) or GC-FID (Scott et al., 2021). The 
concentration of R3HBA was determined using a commercial (R)-3- 
Hydroxybutyric Acid Assay Kit (Megazyme, Ireland) according to 
manufacturer’s protocol or using HPLC with a UV–Vis detector at 210 
nm and a refractive index detector (Prominence, Shimadzu) according 
to Scott et al. (2021). Citrate, succinate, malate and crotonic acids 
(Sigma-Aldrich catalog number, 113018) were quantified using the 
HPLC-UV-IR method described by Scott et al. (2021). The organic acids 
standard was purchased from Biorad (catalog number, 125–0586). 
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Influence of the presence of nitrate and O2, and pH on PHB 
depolymerization 

Fig. 1 shows the methane and oxygen consumption for the 48 h 
depolymerization experiments performed with NMS (Fig. 1A and B) and 
NFMS (Fig. 1C and D) at pH 4, 7 and 11. Consumption of methane and 
oxygen was faster in the control experiment with NMS at pH 7 compared 
to that in NFMS medium, an expected result considering that NMS al-
lows for balanced growth. In the absence of oxygen at pH 7, methane 
consumption was negligible in NFMS medium and close to 10% in the 
NMS cultures. In this regard, Bordel et al., (2019) showed that M. parvus 
can use stored PHB as an energy source under anoxic conditions only 
when nitrate is available in the cultivation broth. The annotated genome 
of M. parvus contains the genes involved in nitrate reduction and 
revealed that denitrification is the only mechanism supporting the use of 
methane or PHB as an energy source in the absence of oxygen (Bordel 
et al., 2019). 

Both pHs of 11 and 4 induced an important reduction in the con-
sumption of methane and oxygen compared to the control tests. Thus, 
methane consumption was negligible at pH 11 in NMS medium, while 
the final consumption of oxygen accounted for 64.8 ± 9.54% of the 
initial O2 present in the headspace (compared to 87.8 ± 0.82% of the 
control), suggesting the occurrence of a respiratory metabolism fueled 
by a substrate different than methane. pH 4 supported an oxygen and 
methane final consumption of 33.4 ± 12.67 and 30.6 ± 14.14%, 
respectively. On the other hand, neither methane nor oxygen con-
sumption was recorded at pH 4 in NFMS medium. Similarly, at pH 11 the 
final consumption of CH4 (37.41 ± 6.81%) and the O2 uptake (30.14 ±

4.65) were reduced compared to the control. 
In NMS, nitrate was consumed only in the control assays at pH 7 from 

the initial 130.1 mgN L-1 (measured as total nitrogen) to 47.8 ± 11.5 
mgN L-1 at the end of the 48 h incubation period. Nitrate consumption at 
pHs 4.0 and 11.0 was lower than 2.6 mgN L-1 during the same period, 
and only 0.3 mgN L-1 was consumed in the assay at pH 7 in the absence 
of oxygen. Therefore, no significant cell growth occurred except in the 
control assay at neutral pH. 

Interestingly, extracellular R3HBA was only detected at pH 11 in 
both NMS and NFMS medium (Fig. 1E). At pH 11 in NMS, 80.6 ± 0.8% 
of PHB was depolymerized and R3HBA secretion reached 205.8 ± 1.2 
mg L-1, a higher concentration compared with the assay in NFMS, where 
25.7 ± 7.9% of PHB was depolymerized and a R3HBA titer of 60.1 ±
12.9 mg L-1 was measured after 48 h. The mechanisms by which nitro-
gen influences the depolymerization extent and rate seem to be related 
to the alleviation of the stringent response. In amino acid starved cells, 
the alarmone ppGpp accumulates and destabilizes the RNA polymerase 
σ70, resulting in an induction of genes under the control of alternative 
sigma σ factors, such as σ54 (Brigham et al., 2012). ppGpp has also been 
implicated in the inhibition of translation (Irving et al., 2021). In Ral-
stonia eutropha H16, PHB mobilization occurs in the absence of the 
alarmone ppGpp, which in turn requires the presence of a source of 
nitrogen (Juengert et al., 2017). As further evidence of this mechanism, 
the genome of M. parvus OBBP contains the necessary bifunctional (p) 
ppGpp synthetase/hydrolase (WP_016921527.1) required for the syn-
thesis and degradation of ppGpp. 

PHB depolymerization at pH 4 and pH 7 (with or without O2) in NMS 
supported extracellular R3HBA concentrations of 5.42 ± 0.67 mg L-1, 
4.83 ± 0.37 mg L-1 and 4.01 ± 0.15 mg L-1, respectively. Similarly, 
extracellular R3HBA concentrations of 4.68 ± 0.37 mg L-1, 6.17 ± 0.22 

Fig. 1. CH4 and O2 consumption during PHB depolymerization in M. parvus cultivated in NMS (A, B) and NFMS (C, D) medium at pH 4 (triangles), pH 11 (circles), pH 
7 (squares) and without oxygen at pH 7 (diamonds). (E) R3HBA released in M. parvus cultures at pH 4, pH 11, pH 7 (with and without oxygen) in NMS (black bars) 
and NFMS (white bars) medium. 
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mg L-1 and 5.50 ± 0.15 mg L-1 were measured after 48 h in NFMS at pH 4 
and pH 7 with or without oxygen, respectively. The final pH of the 
culture broth in the assays initially adjusted to pH 11 in NMS and NFMS 
media decreased to 8.28 and 6.23, respectively, confirming the secretion 
of the acidic R3HBA. No significant changes in pH were measured in the 
rest of the experiments, which agreed with the limited R3HBA release. 
The estimated YR3HBA are 31.5 ± 0.08% and 28.9 ± 0.91%, which 
equates to a PHB to R3HBA conversion of 25.4 ± 0.03% and 7.4 ± 2.1%, 
for the experiments at initial pH of 11 in NMS and NFMS, respectively. 

The in-vivo depolymerization of the intracellularly accumulated 
PHAs to hydroxy acids has been reported in several bacterial strains. For 
instance, the depolymerization process in Azohydromonas lata was car-
ried out in water without shaking to minimize oxygen transfer, at 37 ◦C 
and pH 4.0, and achieved a depolymerization efficiency of 96% of the 
initial PHB to R3HBA in only 30 min (Lee et al., 1999). These author also 
evaluated PHB depolymerization in Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 (DSM 
1707), Pseudomonas oleovorans (ATCC 29347) and Cupriavidus necator 

(NCIMB 11599) at pH values below 7.0 (Lee et al., 1999). The PHA to 
hydroxyacids conversion was 20% for C. necator and less than 10% for 
Pseudomonas species (Lee et al., 1999). 

The conversion of PHA to hydroxyacids in Pseudomonas putida GPo1 
was improved by changing the depolymerization conditions to an 
alkaline medium. This strain excreted (R)-3-hydroxyoctanaoic (R3HO) 
acid and (R)- 3-hydroxyhexanoic acid (R3HHx) at pH 11 in citrate buffer 
for 6 h with a PHA degradation efficiency and monomer production 
yields above 90% (w/w) (Ren et al., 2005). Ruth et al., (2007) engi-
neered a depolymerization strategy at pH 10 in P. putida GPo1 under 
continuous mode with a production of R3HO, R3HHx, (R)-3-hydroxy-10 
undecenoic acid, (R)-3-hydroxy-8-nonenoic acid, (R)-3-hydroxy-6-hep-
tenoic acid, (R)-3hydroxyundecanoic acid, (R)-3-hydroxynonanoic acid, 
and (R)-3 hydroxyheptanoic acid. The study herein presented confirmed 
the key role of high pH on PHA depolymerization, which is a common 
feature in Pseudomonas species. Hence, P. putida GPo1 released 3- 
hydroxyoctanoic acid and 3-hydroxyhexanoic acid from intracellular 
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the metabolic pathways involved in the polymerization and depolymerization of PHB in M. parvus OBBP. MmO, methane 
monooxygenase; MdH, methanol dehydrogenase; FadH, formaldehyde dehydrogenase; FdH, formate dehydrogenase; MtdA, methylene tetrahydromethanopterin 
dehydrogenase; PhaA, β-ketothiolase; PhaB, acetoacetyl-CoA reductase; PhaC, PHB polymerase; Hbd, (R)-3-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase, Crt, 3-hydroxybutyryl- 
CoA dehydratase; Ccr, crotonyl-CoA carboxylase/reductase; MclA, malyl-CoA lyase; Bcd, butyryl-CoA dehydrogenase (A). R3HBA concentration in M. parvus at pH 
10, 11 and 12 in NMS with (black bars) or without (white bars) CH₄ (B). Concentrations of biomass (C) and CH4 (circles), O2 (triangles) and CO2 (square) (D) during 
the viability assays of M. parvus cells previously subjected to a 3 h depolymerization phase at pH 11. Filled and empty symbols correspond to the experiments carried 
out in NMS and NFMS media, respectively. 
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PHA at pH 11 with conversions of 76% (0.356 g L-1) and 21% (0.015 g L- 

1) in 6 h, respectively (Ren et al., 2005). Similarly, P. putida Bet001 can 
depolymerize PHAs up to 98% in 0.2 Tris-HCl buffer at pH 9.1 within 48 
h (Anis et al., 2018). In Type II methanotrophs, the production of 
hydroxyacids has only been described in a genetically engineered 
Methylosinus trichosporum OB3b strain able to synthesize R4HBA from 
CH4 via the TCA cycle and the overexpression phosphoenolpyruvate 
carboxylase (Ppc), isocitrate dehydrogenase (Icd) and 2-oxoglutarate 
dehydrogenase (SucAB). The highest 4-HB titer obtained was 10.5 
mg/L after 6 culture days (Nguyen and Lee, 2021). 

PHB synthesis and degradation in methanotrophic bacteria seem to 
be similar to the metabolic processes carried out by most heterotrophic 
PHB producers (Vecherskaya et al., 2001). However, there is a limited 
understanding of the mechanisms that bring about the intracellular PHB 
depolymerization and the formation of its monomer acids such as 
R3HBA and crotonic acid in Type II methanotrophs. Vecherskaya et al. 
(2001) demonstrated how products from the anaerobic fermentation of 
PHB in methanotrophs can be bioconverted in R3HBA, butyrate, acetate, 
succinate, and other reduced compounds. Fig. 2A shows the pathways of 
PHB depolymerization and formation of different metabolites in 
M. parvus OBBP based on a genome-scale metabolic model (Bordel et al., 
2019) that has been recently reported. This model shows the fluxes of 
the PHB degradation from crotonyl-CoA to methylmalyl-CoA, which is 
dissociated into glyoxylate and propionyl-CoA. The glyoxylate origi-
nated from methylmalyl-CoA is incorporated into the serine cycle, and 
the propionyl-CoA is carboxylated into succinyl-CoA by the 
ethylmalonyl-CoA cycle (EMC) and then incorporated into the TCA cycle 
(Bordel et al., 2019). Another parallel pathway involves the enzymatic 
conversion of crotonyl-CoA to butyryl-CoA and finally to butyrate 
(Vecherskaya et al., 2001). 

4. Optimization of pH during PHB depolymerization 

The results shown in Fig. 1B indicate that PHB depolymerization at 
pH 11 in NMS was superior to that at low pHs in NFMS. However, these 
results do not clarify if pHs closer to 11 could result in higher R3HBA 
titers, if pH control could improve R3HBA yields or if methane plays a 
role in the depolymerization of PHB. In this context, M. parvus cells 
containing 18.1% of PHB were resuspended in NMS medium at 1.32 ±
0.02 gTSS L-1and depolymerization was assessed at pHs of 10, 11 and 12 
as above described. Unlike previous experiments, the pH of the culti-
vation broth was periodically monitored and controlled with NaOH 
during the course of the depolymerization. 

M. parvus cells rapidly released R3HBA in the pH range of 10–12 
following pH adjustment. Thus, the final extracellular monomer con-
centration reached 146.6 ± 3.11 mg L-1 and 108.2 ± 0.66 mg L-1 with or 
without methane at pH 10 (Fig. 2B). On the other hand, the influence of 
methane was negligible at pH 11 and pH 12, reaching a PHB depoly-
merization efficiency of 96.6 ± 2.22% and 92.9 ± 1.5%, respectively, 
(corresponding to 204 ± 7.8 mg L-1 and 208.44 ± 11.81 mg L-1 of 
R3HBA) in the presence of CH4. Similar PHB depolymerization effi-
ciencies of 98.2 ± 1.10% and 93.6 ± 1.33%, respectively, (corre-
sponding to 194.3 ± 6.5 mg L-1 and 187.4 ± 8.2 mg L-1 of R3HBA) were 
recorded in the absence of CH4 at the end of the experiment at pH 11 and 
12, respectively. These data suggested that methane did not play a sig-
nificant role on PHB depolymerization and that pHs beyond 11.0 exerted 
little influence on R3HBA release. Based on these results, pH 11 in NMS 
and in the absence of CH4 was selected for further experiments. Under 
this condition, a PHB to R3HBA conversion of 68.0 ± 3.2% was 
calculated. 

The fine-tuning of pH played a key role in R3HBA release and PHB 
depolymerization in other bacteria species. For instance, Ren et al. 
(2005) demonstrated that PHA depolymerization in Pseudomonas Gpo1 
produced the highest titer of monomers (360 mg L-1 of 3-OH-C8) at an 
initial pH of 11, while a significantly smaller concentration of monomers 
(50 mg L-1) was measured at pH 12. Similarly, depolymerization and 

R3HBA release in Azohydromonas lata peaked at a pH of 4.0 with a PHB 
to R3HBA conversion of 96% in 30 min, and decreased to 31% at a pH 
5.0 (Lee et al., 1999). The production of R3HBA in vivo requires a 
concomitant high PHB depolymerization activity and a low enzymatic 
activity of Bdh. While intracellular depolymerases have an optimum pH 
range of 8–10 (Jendrossek and Handrick, 2002), Bdh activity is reported 
to be pH-dependent, with an activity range of 5–10 and an optimal pH 
range of 7.5–8.5, decreasing abruptly above pH 10 (Mountassif et al., 
2010; Takanashi and Saito, 2006) In this context, this study suggests that 
the phaZ enzyme, responsible of the depolymerization of PHB towards 
R3HBA, of M. parvus exhibits a high activity at pH 11. 

5. Influence of temperature on the kinetic of PHB 
depolymerization 

Since the optimal temperature for both growth and PHB accumula-
tion in M. parvus is 30 ◦C and no growth occurs at temperatures greater 
than 40 ◦C (Soni et al., 1998), the kinetics of PHB depolymerization and 
R3HBA released were investigated at 25 and 35 ◦C, and pH 11 (manually 
adjusted to compensate for the release of R3HBA). The R3HBA titers 
quantified at 25 ◦C and 35 ◦C were 240 ± 3.81 mg L-1 and 282 ± 20.04 
mg L-1, respectively, after 3 h of depolymerization in a cell suspension 
with an initial PHB concentration of 1.86 ± 0.006 g L-1. The R3HBA 
production rates per mg of initial PHB were 48.6 ± 6.0 mg R3HBA 
(mgPHBi)-1h− 1 at 25 ◦C and 52.7 ± 2.3 mg R3HBA (mgPHBi)-1h− 1 at 
35 ◦C, while PHB depolymerization reached 16.5% (Y3HBA = 64.5%) 
and 24.8% (Y3HBA = 50.5%) at 25 and 35 ◦C, respectively. These results 
were similar to those obtained by Lee et al. (1999) during the depoly-
merization of PHB accumulated in Azohydromonas lata at 30, 37 and 
45 ◦C. A moderate increase in R3HBA production rate was found when 
the temperature increased from 30 to 37 ◦C, while PHB depolymeriza-
tion suddenly stopped at 45 ◦C likely due to enzymatic denaturation. 
Since R3HBA production rate slightly increased with temperature, but 
R3HBA yields severely decreased, the following experiments were per-
formed at 30 ◦C. 

After 3 h at 25 ◦C and pH 10.8, cells were harvested and cultured in 
NMS (to assess cell growth) and NFMS (to assess PHB accumulation) 
media in the presence of CH4 to analyze the viability of the cells post- 
depolymerization. Cells incubated in NMS medium started to consume 
methane and oxygen by day 4, being these gases fully depleted after 16 
days (Fig. 2C). Biomass concentration increased from 170 mg L-1 to 295 
mg L-1 (Fig. 2D). However, the specific growth rate (µ) of post- 
depolymerization cells was lower (0.058 h− 1) than the specific growth 
rate of 0.107 h− 1 reported for fresh M. parvus cultures (Bordel et al., 
2019). On the other hand, the culture incubated in NFMS medium 
experienced cell death during the cell viability experiment due to ni-
trogen limitation. 

6. Influence of the initial R3HBA concentration and aeration 
rate on PHB depolymerization 

To assess the effect of oxygen availability on PHB depolymerization 
in M. parvus, three tests with different liquid to air surface ratios were 
carried out at a constant pH of 11. Fig. 3A shows the kinetics of R3HBA 
release for the 72 h experiment and the depolymerization, crotonic acid 
and R3HBA yields in Fig. 3B. The final R3HBA concentration was similar 
regardless of the O2 supply, while the largest differences were obtained 
for the R3HBA yield. Indeed, the lowest R3HBA yield (73.6 ± 4.9%) 
occurred under the condition restricting O2 mass transfer (100 mL of 
broth in a 100 mL E-flask) while under less restrictive O2 supply rates, 
R3HBA yields reached 84.3 ± 1.0% and 83.7 ± 2.8% at 50 mL/100 mL 
and 50 mL/250 mL filling ratios, respectively. In terms of PHB to R3HBA 
conversion, these values equate to 77.2 ± 0.9% and 75.1 ± 3.3%. 
Literature suggests that the oxygen content during the depolymerization 
process could influence the fate of the monomers produced in rather 
unpredictable manners. In this regard, the PHB accumulated with 
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glycerol as substrate can be depolymerized to R3HBA in Halomonas sp. 
KM-1 under microaerobic conditions (25 mL of broth in 200 mL E-flasks 
agitated at 50 rpm) in the presence of a nitrogen source. Indeed, 15.2 g L- 

1 of R3HBA were produced in 66 h with a 76.6% PHB to R3HBA con-
version under these conditions (Kawata et al., 2012). On the other hand, 
Halomonas sp. OITC1261 behaves differently despite its taxonomic 
closeness with Halomonas sp. KM-1, synthesizing R3HBA concomitantly 
with PHB under aerobic conditions without extra nitrogen supplemen-
tation (Yokaryo et al., 2018). 

HPLC analysis of the depolymerization broth at 72 h showed that 
citric acid (ranging between 1 and 3 mg L-1 depending on the O2 supply 
rate), malate (20–45 mg L-1), succinate (5–20 mg L-1) and crotonate (less 
than 0.2 mg L-1) were present along with R3HBA and two unidentified 
compounds at 18.5 and 19.5 min in the incubation broth drawn after 72 
h of depolymerization assay. In addition, a peak at 14.6 min was 
resolved, presumably corresponding to R3HBA dimers based on previ-
ous reports (Lu et al., 2014). 

The oxygen consumption during the PHB depolymerization process 
at pH 11 (Fig. 1B) and the fact that the yield of R3HBA decreased as the 
supply of oxygen decreased below a certain threshold, suggests that part 
of the electrons released from the conversion of the depolymerized PHB 
towards acetyl-CoA are aerobically oxidized for the provision of main-
tenance energy. This follows from the subsequent findings: (i) the pro-
duction of acetoacetate from R3HBA produces a molecule of NADH that 
could be used for ATP production if O2 is available, (ii) a negligible 
nitrate consumption was measured at pH 11 during the depolymeriza-
tion experiment, thus growth can be disregarded, (iii) a limited supply of 
O2, achieved by carrying out the depolymerization process in an almost 
filled E-flask, decreased the R3HBA yield, suggesting that R3HBA was 

routed towards other metabolites to provide energy for maintenance. 
The latter finding can be considered as a less extreme version of the 
experiments by Vecherskaya et al. (2001) under anaerobic conditions, 
where products characteristics of a fermentative metabolism for energy 
production were obtained. 

R3HBA, as the direct product of PHB depolymerization, might act as 
an inhibitor of the enzymatic depolymerization activity. To test this 
hypothesis in M. parvus, depolymerization assays were carried out 
adding exogenous R3HBA before the onset of the depolymerization at 
concentrations ranging from 0 to 650 mg L-1. The higher limit was 
higher than the R3HBA titers achieved in previous experiments, where 
values slightly above 200 mg L-1 were found after 48 h of depolymer-
ization at pH 11 with or without methane. Fig. 3C shows the total 
R3HBA concentration during the 72 h depolymerization experiment, 
while the net R3HBA released at the end of the experiment (72 h) is 
shown in Fig. 3D. No significant differences were found between R3HBA 
concentration released after 72 h with no added R3HBA and any of the 
experiments with addition of exogenous R3HBA. Fig. 3D also shows the 
specific initial rate of R3HBA release calculated during the first six 
hours. This parameter increased from 52.4 ± 1.8 mg of R3HBA per gram 
of initial PHB (PHBi) per hour in the absence of exogenous R3HBA to 
81.1 ± 8.0 mg (g PHBi)-1h− 1 in the presence of 120 mg R3HBA L-1. This 
increase could be related to impurities in the in-house produced R3HBA, 
although this was not further investigated. Additional increases in the 
initial R3HBA concentration led to a decrease in the specific initial rate 
of R3HBA release. Finally, Fig. 3E shows no differences on the depoly-
merization yield regardless of the initial R3HBA concentration. Inter-
estingly, the Y3HBA was reduced at 330 and 650 mg L-1 (65.8 ± 0 and 
61.7 ± 4.40%) compared to non R3HBA addition or to 120 mg R3HBA L- 

A B

C D E

Fig. 3. Influence of the oxygen mass transfer rate on the kinetics of R3HBA excretion (A), depolymerization (grey bars) and R3HBA yields (blue bars) (B). Time 
course of R3HBA concentration at 0 (square), 120 (circle), 330 (triangle) and 650 (diamond) mg L-1 of initial R3HBA (C), net release (bars) and initial production rate 
of R3HBA (scatter plot) (D) and R3HBA yield (blue bars), depolymerization yield (gray bars) and crotonic acid yields (scatter plot) (E) at pH 11 and NMS medium in 
M. parvus after 72 h. 
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1 added, while an increment of the crotonic acid yield to 0.78 ± 0.014% 
was evidenced at the highest initial R3HBA concentration. 

Surprisingly, literature is scarce regarding the effect of R3HBA on the 
depolymerization kinetics, although R3HBA is the main reaction prod-
uct. Scherer et al. (1999) found that an extracellular PHB depolymerase 
from Aspergillus fumigatus was reversibly inhibited by trimers of 3- 
hydroxybutyrate, but no data was presented concerning inhibition by 
R3HBA. 

To further understand the effects of high R3HBA concentration on 
the depolymerization kinetics, future work will include depolymeriza-
tion experiments carried out at high initial PHB concentrations. Indeed, 
PHB concentrations between 1 and 100 g L-1 could be attained by 
biomass concentration to test the possibility of achieving high R3HBA 
titers without sacrificing yield or increasing the depolymerization time. 

7. Conclusion 

This work showed for the first time the production of the chiral 
molecule (R)-3-hydroxybutyrate (R3HBA) from methane as a proof of 
concept to convert this greenhouse gas into a multicarbon value-added 
product. The process involves the accumulation of PHB in Methyl-
ocystis parvus OBBP and its in-vivo depolymerization by intracellular 
enzymes. A PHB to R3HBA conversion of 77.2 ± 0.9% was obtained 
after 72 h of depolymerization at pH 11 in a mineral medium containing 
nitrate under aerobic conditions. A reduced O2 supply and increasing 
concentrations of exogenous R3HBA negatively affected the R3HBA 
yield and the initial R3HBA release rate. 
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